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Returning POWs Refrain From
Discussing Prison Conditions
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By BARTON REPPERT
Associated Press Writer
Returned American prisoners
of war, some voicing sharp
criticism of amnesty for draft
evaders, have refrained from
discussing Indochina prison
camp conditions in detail.
One ex-POW said, however,
"it will be a shock" for the
American public when the full
story of their captivity unfolds.
"Conditions in the United
States are so good, I just think
the American people are going
to be very surprised or shocked
by some of the things that took
place," Army Capt. Mark A.
Smith told newsmen Friday in
San Francisco
Smith, 26, of Hawthorne. Calif. said "if and when we get
all of our people back, we can
tell the whole story," adding it
would be "explosive "
Speaking at Letterman General Hospital, Smith was
among freed POWs participating in a series of news conferences across the nation. They
had been warned by the Pentagon not to discuss prison camp
conditions or 'anything that
might be harmful to these men
still imprisoned"
On the amnesty issue, Army
Sgt. Ken Wallingford, 24, of
Austin, Tex, reflected the
stance of several returnees in
saying of draft evaders. "I
don't think they should let them
back. They are not true Amer-Cafla "

-If they can't go and fight,
they have no business coming
back to their country," said
Wallingford, who said he had
been chained inside a cage
while being held captive by the
Viet Cong. He spoke at Brooke

Arrii Medical Center in San
Antonio, Tex
At l'ortsmouth Naval Hospital in Virginia, Navy Capt.
James A. Mulligan Jr., 46, of
Laivrence,_ Ma .said. that in
the wake of the antiwar unrest,
-it's about time the American
people started pulling together.
It's atiout time we start raising
the flag instead of burning it
Mulligan and other returnees
denied there had been any official military coaxing to evoke
homecoming statements that
praised President Nixon for
achieving the Vietnam settlement.
- "What I said was what I had
thought and what I thought
most of the POWs thought,"
Mulligan said. "I wasn't endorsing anyone. I wasn't told to
say anything for anyone."
While some of the ex-POWs
denied any knowledge of their
fellows providing anti-American
statements for the North Vietnamese, two men, at Fitzsimons General Hospital, near
Denver, Colo said they signed
special statemsets for their
captors but refused to disclose
the cootwata4
Army CWO Daniel Manlowski. 23, of Chicago, said he
signed one statement ''to help
bring the war to an end," adding: "I did what I thought was
best for my country."
Appearing at a news conference with Maslowski was Army
S. Sgt. Gary Guggenberger, 25,
of Cold Springs, Minn.
At Ireland Army Hsopital, Ft.
Knox, Ky, Army Capt. John
Dunn, 30, of Hutchinson, Kan.,
said that during five years of
captivity he suffered no unusually harsh treatment at the
hands of the Viet Cong

•

/14

"We kept our spirits up,"
said Dunn, who was joined at a
news session by fellow returnee
Sgt. Bobby l Johnson of Detroit

Crafts Class To
Be Offered Here
The Murray Park and
Recreation Department will
open two crafts classes, one for
adults and one for youths.
The adult calss will begin
March 6 at 7 p.m., and will be
held in the basement of the First
Methodist Church. The six-week
class will consist of paper-tow,
Macro-me, deco-pauge,
needlepoint, and crocheting.
The 4nstructor for this class will
be Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
The youth class will be
divided into three divisions;
pre-school, ages 6-10, and 11 and
older The pre-achool session
will be held on Fridays from 1
p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The 6-10 year olds will meet
on Friday from 3 p.m. to 4.30,
and the third session will be
offered on Wednesday afto 4:31
ternoons tram 3 p.m.
_
pm
The youth class will begin
February 21, with the Friday
classes beginning March 2. All
youth classes will also be held in
the basement of the First
Methodist Church.
Additional information and a
list of equipment necessary
may be obtained by calling 7537640 or 7534430

Service Officer At
Legion Hall Monday

•

Rogers To Head For
Pans Meeting Today

Rangerettes Plan
Monday Meeting

•
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HoMECOMING QUEEN—amyl ompton, 16-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Compton, was crowned the 173 Homecoming Queen of talkrway County
High School Friday night at the i alloway -Christian County basketball game.
Attendants are, left to right, Regina Lockhart, 17 year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Lockhart; Krista Ere in. 16-rear-old daughter of Mr and Kars Buren

Libyan Jets Told To
Shoot Down Israeli
Jets, Paper Claims

A Service officer to assist
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - ties involved in the tragedy
veterans will be at the libyan jet fighters have been were at fault
American Legion Hall. South flying patrol missions over the
He said Israel welcomed an
6th and Maple Streets, on Mediterranean with orders to international investigation and
Monday, February 26, from two shoot down Israeli El Al air- suggestetla "hot line",hetween
to four p m
liners wherever they encounter Egypt and Israel be set up to
Roy Folsum, Commander of them, a Lebanese newspaper avoid similar incidents in the
the American Legion Post No. claimed today.
future
:a said the service officer will
Ai Yarn,- whiett hasclose ~-----teseo--wacs--spealrang to a
fighting in Laos and Cambodia be here each month to assist tads with Egypt, quoted re- packed news conference aLso
By KENNETH J. FREED
as well as in South Vietnam veterans and their dependents liable Arab sours in Beirut as attended by Chief of Staff I.t
Associated Press Writer
saying the move was decided Gen. David Elazar, and the air
and the unsettled political situWASHINGTON ) AP) — Secby Col. Muammar Kadafi's rul- force boss, Ma). Gen Moration in South Vietnam.
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State
of
retary
There was still no word from
Revolutionary Command dechai Hod
ing
and
today
gers heads for Paris
on how the
Elazar admitted he gave the
side
American
the
Council
to avenge the downing
the international conference on
conference would be organized.
of a Libyan jetliner by Israeli --irder to force the plane down
Vietnam, amid indications that
The plane was idiot down
The Ufitee Stateshas no objecWoodmen of the World fighters Wednesday.
the American delegation seeks
near the Suez Canal Wednesday
Nations Secre- Rangerettes of Murray and
spokesUnited
to
Embassy
A
tions
Libyan
to limit the session in scope as
) urn- with a loss of 106 lives. The intary General Kurt Waldheim as Calloway County will meet man in Beirut declined
well as time.
cident has stirred an interchairman. But there were signs Monday, February 26, at 6.30 ment on the report
conference
The 13-party
national furor.
participants
communist
Mirages
Libyan
said
some
Yom
Al
Building.
Woodmen
p.m at the
opens Monday under a mandate
Dayan said now that the
Airreservations to that role
World
a
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Trans
intercepted
Plans will be discussed for the
from the Paris cease-fire
for Waldheirn who was desig- spring and summer activities. lines plane over the Mediterra- three recorders of the so-called
a
to
contribute
"to
agreement
nated a member by the Paris Refreshments will be served. nean Friday arkd questioned the "black box" had been examguaranted peace in Indochina."
ined "we know more or less
pact.
All Rangerettes are invited to the aircraft's identity and
The agreement was signed Jan.
what happened."
Another problem that has to attend the meeting which will course
27
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other
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paper
a
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U S officials indicate they
pened was the outcome of three
is restricted is spokesmah said.
in
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tails,
would be satisfied with nothing
creation of an agency to reBeirut said his office had 're- elements of error by:
more than an official endorse—The Libyan airline itself.
the Interfrom
reports
ceive
ceived
no word about such an
ment of the cease-fire agreeMAIL OPENING
—The Cairo air control.
Control
of
Commission
national
"
yet
incident
ment at least for the time
Kirksey postmaster Laverne
—And the misinterpretation
and Supervision overseeing the
TWA has regular flights from
being.
Doores has announced that Europe to Cairo and Tel
of events by "our own people."
cease-fire
The same officials say also
The Israelis traced the last
Canada has conditioned its there is an opening for a subthey hope the conference can
minutes of the Libyan airline
on the commission stitute rural mail carrier at the
membership
five
TEL
or
AVIV
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Defense
—
(AP)
in
concluded
be
flight and called it "a comof such a re- Kirksey post office. Apshorter on the existence
Minister Moshe Dayan said todays—considerably
bination of misunderstanding
Otherwise the plications are being accepted
agency.
porting
day the flight recorder in the
than the time frame outlined by
and mistakes and a lack of reOttawa government has said it through March 9. Interested
libof
crashed
the
wreckage
other participants. Rogers himsponsibility of the control auwill withdraw from the super- persons may call the poet office
yan airliner indicated all parself said last month the meetat 489-2421.
thorities in Egypt"
group.
visory
ings probably would last a
It may be that two unrelated
week.
developments could prove the
Many of the tasks originally
most interesting aspects of the
expected to be completed by
Paris session.
the conference not are thought
The conference will be the
by U.S. sources to be out of
occasion in several years
first
reach and they would prefer a
where the Soviet Union and the
shortened session to avoid proChinese government in Peking
longed wrangling.
each other in an interface
These include the continued
national forum other than the
IFC2P"
U.N. Some believe the degree
of cooperation by the Communist rivals could play an important part in guaranteeing the
Vietnam peace as well as pointSunny and mild today and ing up the competition for inSunday. Clear and cold tonight. fluence in Southeast Asia.
High today in the upper 541s,
The second interesting side
low tonight in the low 30s. High issue will be negotiations beSunday in the low 60s. Partly tween Rogers and Chinese officloudy and a bit cooler Mon- cials concerning several million
day.
dollars in claims dating from
Variable cloudiness and cold the Chinese civil war of the
Monday and Tuesday. A little 194(h.
The United States is seeking
warmer Wednesday, with a
,•„1.*
chance of showers in the ex- to recover some $250 million in
•••••
treme northeast. Highs Monday claims for property confiscated
and Tuesday in the low to mid when the Communist regime
40s Highs Wednesday in the took power. Peking wants to rePOO DONATION—Tommy D. Taylor presents a check for PM Vesi—the Murray Auto Dealers
mid to upper 40s. Lows Monday cover $78 million in assets froAssociation to Forrest Priddy,solicitor fro the Boy Scout Drive in,Murray.The donation is to help the
and Tuesday in the mid 20s zen in American banks since
in the fund raising drive.
Lows Wednesday in the upper the Chinese Communist takeo- scouts
(Love Studio Photo )
ver.
2as to low 30s.
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Erwin, Pamela White, 17-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Atler White; Joyce
Winchester, 17-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.D. Wieeiester; and &brine
Tucker, I7-year-old daughter of Mr and Mrs. Douglas Tucker.
I Staff-Photo by1111111R111)
,

Committee Enacts Resolution To
Let Parties Aid Re-Registration
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
They and some other com- gro," she said. If they put "N"
Associated Press Writer
mittee members said the rea- on the registration form, howFRANKFORT, Ky ) AP) -- son for Mrs. Stovall's directive ever, the computer will kick it
County court clerks in Ken- not to give out the registration out without their knowing it.
The comrruttee also approved
tucky have in effect been told forma in bunches was a desire
by an interim legislative com- to make sure they were filled a resolution offered by Rep
mittee that they should give out accurately. Even slight er- Joe Graves, R-Lexington, askforms to political parties to rors in filling out the forms, ing the county clerks to seek bithey said, would result in the partisan help from each politihelp get voters reregistered.
A resolution declaring that as computers kicking them out cal party to help insure a fair
the intent of the 1172 General and the person would not he. _imaistratiori._
siiia
- That came afteritainglisAssembly when it enacted the registered although he thought
something should be done about
voter registration law was ap- he was.
Rep. Mae Street Kidd, D- persons from one political parproved 16-2 Friday by the interim committee on elections and Louisville, said another prob- ty who help persons of both
constitutional amendments.The lem with the reregistration was parties fill out registration
resolution was to be sent to the that the forms require race to forms but then turn in only
secretary of state and county be designated by a "B" for those from their own party
Sen Michael Moloney. D-Lexblack, "W" for white or "0"
clerks throughout Kentucky
ington, pointed out that the votThe raison for the move was for other.
But many older Negroes will er registration law carried
the refusal of many county
clerks to give political parties not accept being called blacks, criminal penalties for any vioor other interested groups or preferring the designation "Ne- lations of it
individuals the necessary blank
forms 90 they could help voters
register. The secretary of
state's office had advised the
county clerks not to give out
the forms for such other persons to fill out.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, made the motion to adopt
The should be held up until it beWASHINGTON I AP )
the resolution reaffirming what Federal Reserve Board has comes clear "that the increase
he said was the intension of the boosted its 'interest
rate in open market rates is not a
General Assembly.
charged member banks a half temporary phenomenon."
Baker and some other com- percentage point in a creditAnd Burns urged special
mittee members said it had tightening move designed to moderation by banks and any
been the clear intent of the stem inflation
changes in interest rates on
General Assembly to make the
The board announced Friday small business, agricultural,
reregistration as easy and night that its discount rate will home mortgage and consumer
widespread as possible The go up from 5 to 5,1 per cent loans if the prime rate goes up.
reregistration was necessitated effective Monday. It said it
The combined moves by the
by a new law putting Ken- took the action because of the Federal Reserve and the comtucky's voter registration lists recent increase of short-term mittee came against the backon computers, which was done interest rates which it de- drop of rising short-term interso as to make it easier to purge scribed as "an outgrowth of est rates a continuing currency
voters who have died or moved strong credit demands gener- disruption in toreigh-excnange
away.
ated by continued rapid eco- markets and reports of an acThe only opposition to the nomic expansion."
celeration in the rate of inresolution came from Sen. Gus
Arthur F. Burns, chairman of flation
Sheehan, D-Covington, and the board and head of the NixThe board noting the rise in
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, D- on administration's Committee short-term interest rates said it
Bowling Green, who said it un- on Interest and Dividends said concluded that an increase u
justly indicated a criticism of however the nation's banks the discount rate ''was called
Secretary of State Thelma Sto- should exercise restraint in for in furtherance of the objecvall,
raising interest rates.
tives of economic stabilizaBurns said also although the tion." It was the second time
committee recognizes that the this year the board has inability to earn a profit is a hall- creased the discount rate All
mark of the U.S. economic sys- other short-term rates generaltem, "some temporary sacri- ly are scaled upward from this
The Kirksey School. Parent- fice in earning capacity at this rate
Teacher Association will hold point however can contribute to
The Federal Reserve is reits regular meeting at the the general economic welfare sponsible for the nation's moneschool on Tuesday, February of the nation."
tary policy. Its actions can de27, at 730 p.m , according to
Burns said the committee ex- termine whether the nation
Mrs. Edward Willie. president. pected large commercial banks goes through periods of tight or
Special speaker for the to observe three new standards easy money.
meeting will be Marvin Harris, in setting the prime rate on
The latest step signals that
Calloway County Court Clerk, business loans.
the board, because of the ecowho will speak concerning the
He said if the prime rate--the nomic samba', is moving tore-registration of voters
interest that commercial banks ward a tighter policy in an efbe charge their biggest and best fort to prevent inflation from
will
The program
presented by Mrs. Lucille Potts customers—goes up the in- getting out of hand. Also, the
and the History students. The crease should be lea than for administration wants to slow
down the fast pace of economic
devotion will be given by Bro. related market interest rates.
Couch, minister of the Locust
Also Burns said any in- growth in the latter part of this
Grove Church of the Nazarene. creases in the prime rate year.

Federal Reserve Board
Boosts Interest Level

Kirksey PTA Plans
Meeting On Tuesday

to
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Wine Nomenclature
A winery in Oregon, which distributes fruit and
berry wines in the Pacific Northwest, is promoting
some of its products under new names. Among the
new flavors- are Lovin' Loganberry, Strawberry
Sneak, Adam's Apple, Smokey Pear. Raspberry
Red-Eye and Pippin Cherry. And all this time we
thought a pippin was an apple and that Smokey was
a bear.—Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier.

WhatAllaste
Health experts have determined that physical
strength of humans is at its peak at 30, while the
mental zenith is not reached until 60 or 70. What a
waste! By then, no one will pay attention.—Little
Rock (Ark.) Arkansas Gazette.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

20 Years Ago Today,
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

the
Mrs. Ada Workman, age 84, died yesterday at
n.
Housto
C.
J.
Mrs.
er.
daught
a
home of
Chapter
A special feature story on the Almo FFA
r, with
Chapte
appears Pictures of members...cif...the.
.
printed
their projects are
and
Holman Jones, former teacher at Faxon
infood
grocery store owner in.. Murray, is now
ducah.
it['Pa
project
spector at the Atomic Energy
Street.
He and- his family reside on South 13th
Murray.
Mrs. Harry Sparks spoke on "Teenager's Place in
the
the Home" at the Founders Day program by
Lynn Grove School PTA.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LILDGZI a TIM= FILM

Graham Denham. formerly of Calloway County,
age 43. died February 19 at a Bowling Green hospital
from a heart ailment.
A total of 502 persons have completed the
prescribed Red Cross First Aid course in Calloway
County since Pearl Harbor and have received
certificates, according to Mrs. George Baker. First
Aid chairman.
Fulks hit for 17 points for Murray State College as
they defeated Howard University 48 to 43 in a
basketball game here. Coach for the Murray
Thoroughbreds is John Miller.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Lovett on February 19, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Edwards on February 24, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Shroat on February 13, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Bucy on February 22, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Morgan.
Littleton's has an ad for shoes urging persons to
use their Ration Coupon No. 17 for shoes wisely.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Murray State Self-Study To Be
ation
Evaluated For Accredit
Crippen, University of

Students Are Guests
At Nashville School

Twenty-three sixth grade
from the Murray State
students
B.
A committee of 19 educators BettyFlorida, Jacksonville; Dr. University School were guests
orth
representing the Southern
Littleton, North Carolina of an elementary school in
Association of Colleges and Isaac University, Raleigh; Nashville, Tenn., February 20,
Schools will be on the campus of State
Jones, Tennessee on an urban education project.
Murray State University Feb. William gical
University,
In charge of Edward Hantel,
Technolo
25-28 to evaluate the self-study
A. Tim- their instructor, the Murray
John
Dr.
e;
Cookvill
of.
ation
submitted for a reaffirm
mons, Jr., Lynchburg College, students spent the day at the
accreditation.
rg, Va.,; Dr. Bill Head Elementary School in
Lynchbu
Dr. George Christenberry,
University of Mon- Nashville, chosen for the
president of Augusta College, Fancher,Montevallo, Ala.
project because of its resent
tevallo,
Augusta, Ga.,-and chairman of
ion policy which inintegrat
Middle
,
Voorhies
S.
E.
Dr.
the visitation conunittee, made
ratio of 80 per cent
a
cludes
ity,
Univers
a preliminary visit to the Tennessee State
Johnnie W. black students and 20 per cent
Dr.
sboro;
Murfree
campus last month.
and white.
Research
Visitation is the final step in Prothro,
Branch of the
ment
Develop
ation
accredit
According to Hantel, the
of
the renewal
Disease Control of purpose of the visit was to have
process by the SACS. Besides an Center for
Department of Health, an interchange of values and to
evaluation of the 569-page the U. S.
Welfare, acquaint the students with
and
written self-study, the com- Education
Thomas various social problems us other
Dr.
Ga.;
,
Atlanta
recommake
mittee will also
F.
Stephen
Stanly,
Jackson
areas of the country.
'mendations for follow-up acAustin State University,
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Head Elementary School has
D.
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visitation committee and the' Hyatt, McNeese
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M.
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La.;
Charles,
schools and agencies they Lake
, students are
morning
the
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represent are: Dr. Calvin Kish, Lee Bennett,
e arts, math,
languag
the
taught
N.C.
State University, University, Greenville,
Georgia
social studies, and in the
and
which
t,
documen
written
The
Atlanta; Dr. Hugh Edwin
n each individual is
State took 21 months in preparation, afternooa choice of subjects
Meredith, Angelo
given
Dr.
to
d
University, San Angelo, Texas; was officially presente
university ranging from woodworking,
Charles Bestor, University of Harry M. Sparks,November. journalism, metal work, art and
Alabama, Tuscaloosa; Dr. president, in
tion was leather crafts.
James A. Tinsley, University of Making the presenta
n of
chairma
,
Panzera
.Pete
Dr
WDCN-TV of Nashville-taped
Houston; Dr. George Passey,
who
University of Alabama in the chemistry department, self- segments of the activities and
Brimingham; Dr. William E. served as director of the co- will broadcast the program on
a
educational television Monda
Norris, Southwest Texas State study project and as
chairman of the campus at 6-00 p.m.
University; San Marcos.
Dr. Donald A. King, steering committee.
Hantel has extended an inWork on the self-study report, vitaUon to the Head ElemenMississippi State College for
Women,Columbus; Dr. Carl W. which was cited by Sparks as a tary students to visit Murray
Atlantic model of thoroughness and
Florida
Knox,
and the facilities here at the
University, Boca Raton; Ms. organization, was begun in University.
y
of
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Food prices reflect demands
affluent American ptiblic
of
tripled over the last 20
THE COST of the theoretical bo_nesThas
wages have doubled in
Most
years.
year's
a
"market basket" filled with
as have the farmers'
supply of food for a typical family that period
es. American purexpens
ion
cost $64 more last December than it product
risen by 60 per
has
power
g
chasin
did a year earlier.
And a sharp jumpinlanuary farm cent.
Yet the farmers' price for beef,
prices, reported-recently by the Derecent dramatic increases,
despite
a
at
hints
partment of Agriculture,
now reached the level it encontinuing price spiral to confront , has only
decades ago.
two
joyed
the shopper in the supermarkets
d purchasers can't'
irrftate
if
But
despite
that,
cant
gut it is signifi
for the strain on
farmer
the cries of outrage from budget- blame the
who will they
s,
budget
family
has
conscious homemakers, there
—
lifer
a
bl
the
in
been no change
Butz believes there is room for imping habits.
ent in methods of processing
provem
their
Well-fed Americans still buy
ing,-kiedv..but—concedes
stribtil
.
g
sitti-di
e-ba
-mit-tir
fret;
s
-14-iVee
of overcoming practy
And the basket is jammed with the difficul
ute to high labor
contrib
that
that
tices
pork
choice cuts of beef 4nd
food
costs.
family
01
cent
make up 30 per
spending.
NEITHER does he believe that
THOSE FACTS have been duly
controls on farm and food prices are
noted by Agriculture Secretary Earl
the answer. In the first place, reL. Butz, who attributes high prices
straints would be almost impossible
for food to an unprecedented purto administer and could lead to rachasing power.
tioning, empty shelves, black marButz, in a copyrighted interview in
kets and special deals.
U.S: News & World Report, pointed
And although some critics contend
out that farmers don't set the price
the recent decision to sell
that
of beef. They take what is bid for
wheat to Russia has contributed to
their fat, corn-fed cattle on-the-hoof
higher domestic prices, Butz notes
at the market.
only 2.8 cents of the 25-cent cost
that
The nation's. appetite for steak at
loaf of bread is for the wheat.
$2 a pound keeps the bidding high in of a
The government is taking some
Omaha.
to bring relief to the food price
steps
In further defense of the farmer,
spiral. Import quotas have been
Butz emphasizes that prices paid fin'
lifted on meat from abroad. Some
,farm products are the smallest part
subsidies have been withexport
of the cost of food on grocery
drawn on other foods. Land idled unshelves.
federal crop-control pirograms
'THE BILL at the checkout counter der
returned to productive use to
be
will
includes the wages of the truck drivmeet food demand.
ers, the meat cutters, the stock boys
But the only immediate solution to
and the girl who rings up the sale.
food bill dilemma seems to be a
Or
And the hourly rate of the butcher
of shopping tastes.
who carves ont the sirloins and T- change

7
MENTAL HEALTH MATTETS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Heat'

Isn't It The Truth!

•

By
DEAR ABBY:
constantly complai
when his wife let
)::ier down to watch
Should I take i

10 out and.find
•

DEAR ABBY'

DEAR HL'SBA!
to quote a bit of
appearasee at eat
—

DEAR ABBY:
a problem I haven'
My husband wil
me We kissed bet
won't kiss me at al
I am ne ugly 1
have bad breath
getting out of prat
reason with him b
have a good marrii
We are both zs
without a kiss Cal
dead serious

written by lawyers in technical
By BILL NEIKIRK
legal language are the final auAssociated Press Writer
Murray State University will
ales In tax disputes,..
WASHINGTON 4AP —
be the site Tuesday, Feb. 2/, for Internal Revenue Service puts
But, lest taxpayers lobe faith
the second in a series of out about 80 official guides to in the guides, the IRS is quick
workshops designed to assist help Americans prepare their to point out that most don't
area citizen volunteers in- federal income taxes--but don't have complex tax problems
terested in working with count too heavily on them
that would require fine legal inparolees, probationers and
None is the last legal word on terpretation
serve-outs.
'4It fits their situation in most
disputed returns
Scheduled from 7:30 to 9:30
That includes even the most cases," a spokesman said in
p.m. in Room 206 of Faculty popular IRS guide. the how-to- defense of "Your Federal InHall, the session will focus on do-it book entitled "Your Fed- come Tax "
Kentucky's "Volunteers in eral Income Tax "
For those taxpayers who feel
Corrections Prograrn" directed
It costs 75 cents, which is tax they are entitled to a deduchon
by Dwight Bratcher of the state deductible The cliovernment in a complicated situation but
department of corrections.
Printing Office, Wicientally, aren't sure, the IRS said the
State and loca! corrections tried to raise the price to SI ef- best thing to do is to contact tLs
icials will serve as resource fective this year, but that ran
personnel. The workshop is afoul of price controls
A taxpayer who doesn't want
under the joint sponsorship of
The other tax guides are spe- to do this should interpret the
Epsilon gal publications to cover spe- facts in his favor if he thinks
Alpha
Lambda
criminal justice fraternity,' cific tax probtente - -- • --- he's • retie. the -Awakes:man
James R. Ricketts of
Court rulings have estab- said but if the IRS doesn't
Morgantown, president; and lished that only the voluminous agree, the taxpayer risks an
two first district officials of the tax laws and IRS regu!:itIon, udit
department of corrections—
Maurice Wooten of Madisonrog Info 753-i314
ville, community service officer
thru
and Howard Moss of Paducah,
probation and parole superTUE. Mar. 6
visor.
Featured speaker on the
program will be Brett D. Scott,
IVIcQUE.F.1%1 IVIacGlIAW
state deputy commissioner of
THE GETAWAY
corrections. Scott was formerly
the director of the Regional
Correctional Training Center at
Eastern Kentucky University at
Richmond before assuming his
present position.
Robert L. Whitten, director of Children's Moyle Sat. 8 Sun.1:00 HI 3:00
criminology at Murray State,
"THE BRASS BOTTLE" G wrth Tony Randall
and Billy R. Lovett of Renton, a
parole
- mosig
local probation and
751mom
ALL SEATS
sim
---tas
simems
officer, will act as moderator
and host respectively.
roirl
The "Volunteers in CorrecEnds
tions Program" is currently
Tu•
operating in West Kentucky on
a limited basis a a ,result of a
previous workshop conducted at
ACADEMY
on dis
Murray State by R. Frank
_W
_A
Perry of Mayfield, first district
R.30f.
probatiGn and parole assistant
1(
TOPOL
0.0
NOW(tta
NORMA r R A NE
ass
supervisor.
CMIPVIN
LEONARD IltE
gam,
MOLLY PICON
Personnel from criminal
justice agencies, along with
7:30 Nitely, 1:30 Sat. & Sun.
students and interested citizens,
are invited to attend the session.

DEAR KISSLES
appears that your 1
But don't despair.
fixations. So get y
and bead off a kiss
off for less.
DEAR ABBY

play the drums 11
figured that since
buy one for me lH
Well I asked r
found out

and he said it was!
drum; I'm not or
want to play the

DEAR LIKES

ashamed of himsel
he knows there hi

NOW

drums. He probab
tag with his drums

CONFIDENT!)
AVEN LE. When y

Problems? Ye
For a personal rei
Calif. We Erie

please,
For Abby's a,
ILI00." Nod

NOW

Hospital Report

(Paid For b

e:tot

* Late Show Tonite 11:40 *
"THE PASSION SEEKERS"
PnOter 18 Only
L,),A
ib)

EProg. Info 53.3314
AY
Open 6:30-Start 7:00

ova

FRI.-SAT.-SUN •

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE *
-PlusrII.V
H;.-"Ll
George
Hamilton
A

If

ILD
PACK

11 ti)

ROGE
COUI

Tiddler it

Adults '2, Under 12 '1

DEAR vERGI
lying down or oche
In the end woe!

minded if she we.
night club is a resi
I asked her wt
one was a single c
from out of town,
is known in every
I tcld my wife
think it would be
company of this "1
woman's reputatim
a "lot of fun, good
ing the Scriptures
all about how Jest
forgave.seven tuna
fudged.
I ended the
wanted to, but I th
children to keep h
wrong'

Workshop To Tax Guides Are Not Last Word
Be Held At On Complex Filing Problems
MSU Tuesday

Feb. 20, 1973
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 5
brought out in a new bookie&
Fighting Depression
hospitals, clinics, and laboratorNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of
National
the
by
Institute
ies all throughout the country
DISMISSALS
The depressive illnesses are
a
copy,
For
free
Health.
Mental
But friends and families and
Edwin Hodges, Rt 5,
William
among our most widespread
for
Li-tunthe
to
Institute
write
a
physicians can already do
mental disorderi, affecting mil,
Murray, Fred Taylor Lee, Rt 4,
ing About Depresifive .11Ineases.
sufferers.
great deal to relieve
lions and underlying. it has
Murray,I vie Clinton Todd, 1105
at 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
, especially those afflicted with the
been estimated, the suicidal ati
Maryland 20852.
Mulberry, Murray, Mrs. Jern
more moderate form of deprestempts of as many as 5 percent
Faye Andrews, 1716-A Wells,
Ifi.cosers
of those who try to kill them. - sion.GIBEENSIll Mt. Kv. It I'll
Murray, Master Richard Shane
by Carl Riblet Jr.
For example. keeping the deseise.
— A big ...shin, dating bark tii
and active
busy
McCarver, Rt. 1, Wingo, Miss
.person
pressed
e
Of
has
worried
balanc
everyone
The
out.
Nearly
watch
better
had
We men
179e. has been iliiii•osereil in an
often helps. Depression tends to
Krystal Noel Gore., Rt 9,
or wondered about depression,
on
lame..
frame
bite
%%
population, which has always given the female Of the
orilinars
feed on itself. A moderately deeither in connection with his
Benton, Miss Twilla Jo Adams,
the main 'duvet id this ‘‘...teril
pressed person becomes apaspecies a majority although sometimes a small
own condition or that of a loved
Box 166, Hazel, Mrs. Pearl
ty.
communi
keillutuk
thetic and inactive. As a result '
one, friend, or acquaintance.
majority, is fast becoming greatly unbalanced as
Baker Smith, Rt. I, Kirksey,
The liii.toric -anichire %sip.
inactivity, he becomes more,
beof
is
what
wonder
also
Many
in a 1111.1111111 :If %% lit,'
Mrs. Lottie Welby McCuiston,
the number of males in the population grow
and
n,
inacwithdraw
,
they
.
what
and
depressed
it
about
done
ing
a nrarbs
is bin
l'inc/b4141 I'll
a
come
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., Thomas
may
grows.
circle
there
that
n.
the
vicious
and
means
depressio
tive
Thalfight
fewer.
help
to
ely
do
can
relativ
Atm+ bought the pr.q•eris
Samuel Wilkerson, Rt. 4,
Sometimes a regular schedule
The answer to the first quesi
ii
is
im
I
al
lot
int.!
liark
it
time when no man will be safe from the huntress.
as
we.
of activities can hsip. A deMurray, Mrs. Maude Amanda
tion is that a great deal is being
vinti Iii ri,14.re the k ,.
...Scarcity of the human male, however, will be a' done in research. The National
pressed person findslift hard to
Rt. 2, Box 7, Murray, Mrs
Cook,
.
nitawiini
a
,
le
cabin
get organized to do even routine
blessing because even the ugliest and the puniest,, Institute of Mental Health is
Clore Esther Cain, Rt. 1, Box
of
construcanti
bred
teas,'
schedule
A
in
rechores..
efforts
major
supporting
!SI en
189, Murray, Lisha William
will then Se fair game to the amazon.
tive and pleasurable activities to
search to develop more effective
than...46111.91 vigeons ha. their
Wallace, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mis.
the
of
help.
;las.
.inee
can
ithilit)
day
"Amazon—a woman who has more muscle
the
fill
the
!sinning
ways to treat- .and prevent
Nellie Rubene Lassiter TexThese and fither facts about
King Solomon. .a,*,
than a man, and likes it."
disabling -"depressive illnesses
pired ), Rt. 7, Box 308C, Murray.
(;eographic.
the depressive illnesses are
are underway in
studies
These
ns
Opinio
of
onary
—Dicti
And Simon Peter answered and said. Thou art the
('hrist, the Son of the living God.—Matthew 16:16.
This is one question that we cannot bypass—Who
is Christ? Have you made your declaration?

If there.
to take,

in
"EVEL
KNIEVEL"
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Paducah Citizens

Brandonrogan Engagement

Guests Of Senior

If there's nothit",
to take, dishAi out

A Gospel singing will be held
at the Union Hill Church of
Christ from seven to nine p.m.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its luncheon meeting at the
club house at twelve noon.
be Mrs
Hostesses will
John Lrvesay, Mrs. Harry
Conley, Mrs J A Outland, and
Miss Mildred Hatcher

By. Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a husband who
constantly complains that he doesn't get enough loving, but
when his wife lets him know she's in the mood, he turns
her down to watch a football game
Should I take it lying down [excuse the pun], or should
I go out and find myself another man? Ot4 THE VEFtGli
—
DEAR VERGE: Obviously thereis solids( in
lying down or otherwise. Nest time he complains. kick blhis
in the end tone!
DEAR ABBY The other day my wife asked roe if I
minded if she went to a night club with some girls [The
night club is a respectable place 1
I asked her who -the girls" were, and she told me that
one was a single co-worker who was entertaining her sister
from out of town, and the other was a married woman who
is known in every motel in town as "Mrs. John Smith."
I tcld my wife I didn't mind her going out, but I did not
think it would be good for her reputation to be seen in the
company of this "Mrs John Smith." My wife admitted the
woman's reputation was not the best, but she said she was
a "lot of fun, good company," etc., and then started quoting the Scriptures [She's pretty good at that 1 So I beard
all about how Jesus cavorted with thieves and prostitutes,
forgave seven times seven, and about judging ad bet-yess _
judged
I ended the discussion by saying she could go if she
wanted to. but I thought she had a duty to her husband and
children to keep her reputation free from scandal Was I
HER HUSBAND
wrong'
DEAR HUSBAND: No. But you missed an opportunity
to quote a bit of Scripture yourself. "Abstain from aU
appearance of evil.- I New Testament, I Thessalonians.
s.fl I

Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bowden
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be
"'honored with a shower at the
Kirksey School lunchroom at
two p.m.

Miss Deborah Kay Brandon
Mr and Mrs. Darrell Brandon of Murray Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Kay, to Charles Michael Grogan, son of Mr and Mrs.
Cleo Grogan of Murray Route Five
The bride-elect graduated from Calloway County High School
and attended Murray State University She is presently employed
at Holton and Melugin Insurance Agency of Murray.
Mr. Grogan, also a graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a student at Murray Vocational School He is employed by Freed
Cotham. Inc., in Murray.
An early spring wedding is planned.

Miss Pam Drew, Bride-Elect Of Mr. Mike
,Kuppart, HonorecLAt Shower, Farmington

DEAR ABBY Please don't think I'm crazy, but I have
a problem I haven't been able to conquer for five years
My husband will not kiss me' He kisses our kids, but not
me. We kissed before we were married, but since then he
won't Liss me at AIL
I am not ugly and I use pleat/ of mouthwasiiiii-ralift
have bad breath. I used to be a good ham, ha I am
getting out of practice I have cried, begged, and tried to
reason with him but nothing helps. Believe it or not, we
have a good marriage and a good sex life, but no kisses
We are both 25 and I hate to think of the years ahead
without a kiss Can you help me? This is no put-on. I am
MRS KIEL=
dead serious
DEAR lUssLESS: Ever beard of a (imam? Wel, it
appears that your husband has developed one about kissing.
But don't despair. It can be fixed by a flier-upper it
fixations. So get your kissapbobk mate to • head doctor
and bead off a kissless future. I Marriages have beem kilned
en for less. I
DEAR ABBY I am a girl and I've always wanted to
1-1he drums and I
play the drums My big brother
figured that since he has a set, my folks wouldn't have to
buy one for me (He's away at college.]
)she said no.iifterwarcis I
.
,yo, asked _my_ _rhothik asst
!
found out that my mother tared-it over Witt-my briller
and he said it wasn't very "feminine" for a girl to play the
drurns I'm not ore of those big Women's Lib girls. I nisi
want to play the drums. What do you think"
LIKES 'ME DRUMS

ii

J-

Group, Luncheon

Saturday, February 24
Activities will start at the
Dexter Community Center with
the serving of plate lunches
from four to six p.m. followed
by a gospel singing featuring
the Bu-Mac Boys and other
singers Proceeds will be used
to help repair the building.

• Forty-aeven Paducah Senior
Citizens were special guests at
the regular monthly potluck
luncheon of the MurraySenior
County
Calloway
Citizens held on Thursday,
February 15, at the Ellis Center.

of the Murray SENIOR CITIZENS from Paducah were guests
held at
luncheon
potluck
the
at
Citizens
Senior
County
Calloway
the Fitts Center reeentiv. After the luncheon and program the
Paducah guests toured many places in Murray before returning
home

Murray Chapter Of National Secretaries
Hol& -FribilintifYarOn -"Fine Arts"

The Murray Chapter of the
Secretaries
National
Association (Int.), held its
program of the year, "Fine
Arts" at its regular meeting at
Sunday, February 25
by 7 15 p.m on Monday, February
Dinner,
sponsored
Building,
National Hairdressers, will tie 19, at the Fine Arts
University'
State
Murray
at Rudy's Restaurant from
The group met in the recital
eleven a.m, to twc p.m.
where Prof John Winter
hall
Proceeds will go to the
gave an organ concert and
Calloway Rescue Squad.
explained the workings of the
organ, etc.
Open house in celebration of
the golden anniversary for Mr.
and Mrs Leruce Fisk will be
held at their home on North 16th
Street from two to 4:30 p.m.
Gospel singing will be held at
Owen's Chapel Baptist Church
at 6 30 p.m
The executive board of the
Parent-Teacher
Kirksey
Monday, February Si
Association held its February
First District
Festival 21st meeting in the home of
Chorus, directed by Robert Mrs Ralph Darnell.
- Baer, will be in concert at the
in the myse-riee- or '11w
Murray State
University president, Mrs. Edward Willie,
auditorium at six p.m. The Mrs Rudy Lovett, vice'dent, called the meeting to
event is open to the public
SOW. Mrs. Bobby Locke read
without aria:1188am charge.
_ Philppians 2:1-11 and an article
Service officer to assist entitled "Short Course In
yeterans will be at the Human Mistakes."
Mrs Locke, secretary read
Amencan Legion Home, South
6th and Maple Streets, from two the minutes and Mrs. Billy
Resell, treasurer, gave the
to four p.m.
financial report. Johnny
The Theta Department of the Bohannon, principal, reported
Murray Woman's Club will some lunch room equipments
have a "sweetheart" dinner at has been order, and he is
the club house at 6:30 p.m. with checking on more
The intramural basketball
Amos Tackett as speaker.
Hostesses will be Mesdames games are tentative set for
Harold Beaman, Lloyd Boyd, March 6 and 12 or 13
The next meeting for the
Charles Hale, and Durwood
board will be held on
executive
Beatty who will furnish the
dessert with each member Wednesday, March 21, at 130
?toward
bringing a-idish aria either p.m in the home'of Mrs
Darnell
a vegetable or salad
Mrs Ralph Darnell served
cake with
. The Creative Arts Depart- prune, and banana
ment of the Murray Woman's fruit punch to Mesdames
Elvin
Club will meet at the ilub Lovett, Locke, Bazzell,
house, at 9 30 a.m. Hostesses f'rouse, Earl Lamb, Jerry
will be Mesdames M.C. Garrott, Kirkland, Glen Gibbs, Richard
Donald Story, Paul Lynn, Armstrong, Howard Darnell,
Bohannon.
James Garrison, and Robert pnd Mr. Johnny
Douglas.

Executive Board Of
Kirksey PTA Holds
Meet On Wednesday

decorations.
Mike Pam Drew, used in the
The girt table was
brid•-olect of Mike
a white cloth,
Kuppart, was honored with overlaid with
Valentine
with
decorated
February
a bridal shower
arrows and
10th, at 7 p.m. The scene cupids with
pointing to a picture
of the event was the hearts,
bride a.n
the
of
in
Community Building
The
groom -elect
Farmington.
was a bride and
Hostesses for the centerpiece
from the 'love
occasion were Mrs. Glenda groom
theme.'
Newsome, aunt of the
The serving table was
bride-to-be, and Mrs. Orene
with red and a
overlaid
of
her
grandmot
Newsome,
cloth, and in
lace
yellow
the bride-to-be. Her aunt.
a cut glass
wore a lung plaid wool skirt the center was
which
from
_bawl
panelsand/id
blouse,
navy
a
with
served
ens
punch
pink
corsage was of red•
matching cups. Mints and
carnations.
Were served in
nuts
scrne
_._ Mrs- Qttave
Iffittrhasty
wore a long black knit skirt
The cakes were decora
with a white blouse, and
and were
her corsage was of red with red roses
tray.
silver
a
from
served
carnations.
for the
Sherry Newsome, count? The decorations
were lace
of Miss Drew, kept the serving table
DEAR LIKES: I think your brother ought to be
and
hearts
ne
Valenti
guest register, and she wet
*shamed of himself. If be's • musician worth • drumstick,
cupids.
suit.
pants
red
a
in
dressed
Use
playing
about
be knows there is nothiag unfeminine
Assisting with the serving
The gift register was kept
drams. He probably last doesn't want his kid sisier messRed Cross Hospital Volunby Mrs. Linda Burnett, was Mrs. Joan Rodgers who
ing with his drums while he's away.
teers will meet in the Congroom-to-be, was attired in a trey and
the
of
sister
- IE ON NORTH MICHIGAN
ference room of MurrayCONFIDENTIAL TO ELS
who was dressed in a brown black pants suit.
Calloway County Hospital
and
played
AVENUE: When you pick a lemon, make a lemonade!
were
Games
•
and white knit street length
Convalescent Division at three
prizes were won by Mrs_
dress.
p.m. Pictures will be made.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off year client.
Mrs
Brown,
Barbara
,
her
From
trousseau Miss
having uniforms should
Persons
Mrs.
and
For a personal reply, write to ABBY Boa No. SPOIL L. A.,
Newsome
Gladys
Drew chose a brown knit
wear them that day.
Calif WWI Enclose stamped, self addressed envelope.
street length dress and was Margene Lemon.
Approximately
please.
presented a corsage of
The Wranglers Riding Club
one-hundred and twenty
For Abby's new booklet. "What Thew-Agee+ Waal to
yellow carnations.
will
have a skating party at the
or
present
Mrs. Drew, mother of the persons were
Know." seed $1 to Abby. Box MOO. Lae Anodes, Cal. MOP.
Benton rink from seven to nine
gifts.
sent
blue
a
wore
bride-to-be,
p.m
and white knit, and her
corsage was of white
Income tax reporting class
carnations.
* VOTE FOR *
will begin at the Murray
Mrs. Kuppart, mother of
Vocational School at 6:33
the groom-elect. was attired
Persons may register by calling
her
and
frock,
in a red knit
753-18700r by visiting the school
corsage was of white
between the hours of eight a.m
for
carnations.
and
four p.m.
Theresa Rudolph, president
All of the flowers were a
High
County
Calloway
the
,
of
gift of Boyce Newsome
The Baptist Women of Hazel
Future
grandfather of the School Chapter of, the
will present the study of
Church
Homemakers of America,
e.
bride-to-b
)
book, "No Man
Treasurer
mission
Jones,
the
Susan
regular
(Paid For by
at the
The 'love theme' was presided
Alone" at the Hazel
Walks
February
meeting held Friday,
Church at 6:30 p.m. Locust
16, at eight-thirty o'clock in the
Grove Baptist Women will meet
morning in the school cafeteria.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
with them and furnish refresh.1Iene
,
secretary
The
ments.
Paschall, read the minute5, and
the treasurer, Mary Beth Hays,
Tuesday, February 27
gave her report.
acAnnouncements of the
Copper tooling lesson for
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wed., Feb. 26, 27, 28 *
tivities for the following month
rs will be at the
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the
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d
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Short
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Any 6 Short
president.
Three members, Sarah
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a
Missions Group of the
presented
Current
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*
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chapter
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for each Inch of her bust
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The Murray Quota Club will
scholarship fund
Triangle Inn at 12
For special entertainment, meet at the
noon.
prose
a
gave
Barbara Williford
on "Family Relations." Miss ,
Williford is a member of the
Wednesday, February 28
Club andis ;i verY
Homemakers
.Calloway
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meet
will
Chorus
The meeting was adjourned
Down Town
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FHA Members Give
Program At Meeting
Calloway Chapter

ROGER W. JONES
COUNTY JUDGE

,zGARMENTS
crv, '298
MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

GARMENTS
398

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

33IAS3S SOON 3N0

SPECIALS! DRY CLEANING OFFER-

Dr. Joe Prince was introduced and conducted an
Interesting tour of the building
which included the TV-Radio
Studio, Drama Theater, and Art
Gallery'
The president Patsy Dyer,
presided over the short business
meeting and reported that
Governor Ford would be signing
for
Proclamation
the
Secretaries Week on April 13 if
anyone was interested in attending.
Linda Farley, Chairman of
Secretaries Week for the local
chapter, said that the annual
Boss' Night Banquet would be
held on April 19, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Waterfield Student Union
Building with Paducah Mayor
Dolly McNutt as the guest
speaker
Melva Hatcher, Chairman of
the "Secretary of the Year"
Cuntest, announced that the
four finalists selected by secret
ballot were Patsy Dyer, Doris
Rowland, Essie Bailey, and
Mary Allbritten..
Two guests present-- at
meeting were Marna Bur
secretary to lOonald Jones mild
James Overby. Attorneys, and
La Wanda Harmon, secretary
in the office of Judge Robert 0
Miller. There were 27 regular
members present.
The next meeting will tr held
on Monday, March 12, at seven
p m. at the Administration
Building, MSU.

Other guests were volunteer
workers for Senior Citizens:
Barbara Erwin, Pat Harcourt,
Peggy Hook, Mimi Jordan, and
a visitor from Mayfield, Sadie
Bridges.
•
During the social hour Mrs.
Nell Florence, Paducah Senior
Citizens director, introduced
each one, in her group. Group
singing was held with Elizabeth
James as...the leader.
Committees for the day's
activities were as follows:
Vaughn,
Hostesses—Madie
Ruby Harris, Elisabeth James,
and Mary Lamb
Welcoming
committee Marr,
Charlie
Havana
Rutledge, Artis Fuqua, and
Walker Ooley.
and
setting
Table
Jackson,
decorations—Meda
Edna
Lottie
Jones,
McReynolds, Lalla Boyd, Lola
Hale, Lillian Hicks, and Nola
Chrisnan.
committee
Beverage
Mildred Barnett, Ruben&
Dawes, Amble Willoughby,
Ruby Murphy, and Sarah
Sanderson.
After lunch committee—Artie
Fuqua, Essie Blalock, and
Fannie Lou Rushing
Other Murray Senior Citizens
attending, were 'ma McNutt.
W.O. Vaughn, Cletie Black, Pat
Paschall, Abilene Skinner
Mina Wehland, Annie Willis,
Ora Erwin, Henry Erwin, Lucy
-TIM,()Dye Hagen, Quint Guier,
Ardee Riley, Wallace Dowdy,
Nova Williams, Beulah Fielder,
Fannie Brown, and Boss Brown
Also present were Dieter
Leffler, secretary for Senior
Citizens, Lynn Wayne, Linda
Butler, Dan Hendrickson,
George Southwick, University
helpers, Vernon& Grogan,
director, and Thy's' Crawford.

T DRUG
SCOT
205 Chestnut Street
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
— Oien Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Frosty Acres Frozen

35t
„..
Orng. Juice
Pure

Ground Beef 79t
59t
Sugar
Godchaux

tr •

5 lbs.

6-Bottle Carton

Pepsi

Plus Deposit or Bottles

37
A

•
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Murray Bass ('tub special project committee chairman Gene ,•taddox, listens as John Callum" explains
his catfish pond
operation. President Dubb Polly intentively looks on. The Bass Club, with Calhoun's cooperation, plans
to raise bass tingeriands in o
bolding pond and release them into the nearby lake.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Kentucky Afield
As JACK V.01.1sTON
NIA Nolte. it PI — one
of the least known sources of
excellent, inexpensive
publication* id interest to
recreational &:--aters is the 13.
•ti; ernment Priming ()f1ks.
The titles available include
Nooks and pamphlet, b, the
Navx. Coast Guard and other
go*ernment agencies on
}Noting. min igatioo. electronic*.
Ntfetx and (other !slated topics.
‘lanx of theme publications
err pre
st considerable
expense ir:l
some of the hest
experts in their fiekis and their
curt, is hen compared uith the
equivalent.
commerci•Ilx
available testa. represents •
good bargain.
Prices range from as little as
cents for a pamphlet. -Safetx
Tips. in on and Around
11
np oil as much as Ir
for the
!Nays Iiiving
Manual.- a book which explains general prInciptee of selfcontained and surface-supplied
diving. first aid. emergencx

.hip handling. piloting. tunting,
basic construction of small
ships, eniergerws procedures.
cemmunications, rules of the
sioaL andouthglearaisl na.litteal
terms.
Altogether. there *re More
than 70 of these publicatilins
as ailable
from the I, .S.
Government Printing (ghee.
Anxtme can obtain a list of
these boating and boatingrelated publicatinns b..%siting
the I SG Pt I. Public Discurrient,
Department, ashington.
Ass citizen vitas also request
to have hie name placed on the
1..:SGPO's mailing hat to receise
a free cops of the bi-weelds
bulletin. "Selected
U.S.
Gn.ernment Publications,''
which ads nes the reader of
some of the latest and most
popalar publications available.
There is also • commen-ial
firm, 'technical Infiirmation
Sorske., P.O. ROI 24A34. b.
Angeles 90024, which offers for
50 cents a selected list of
government publications
-ae:---- seireingt lionatiaio
.
*Joao-midi
an order form.
There is a
-111 odd Port
•••
Index- for $1.50 which give*
locations and descriptions of
Seen at the National Boat
maritime ports with references
Shim: A 14.04141 "gadget"
to appropriate sailing directions
called • Thruster which an n. a
and charts.
host the capability af slipping
Some other titles include
in and out ol fight spots.
••Nia. igat ion
Compendium.er en against strong
"Navigation
Dictionary."
winds and currentg. The
''Shipboard
Electronic
Thruster. • diserter .al.e. fits
F.quipment." -The Skipper's
into the bilge and pumps
I loUrse.- ••American Practical
seawater bv um of a hole in the
\a%Iator,
"Troubleshooting
bottom of the hull through
and Repair of Radio Equivapertures in the hull gide*. Over
ment." "Marine Crewman A
I OM gallons per minute of jetHandbook."
thrusting power can acThe Handbook provides
commielate boats up to 100
inforrnatien en email levai and
lett.

The weather is ever-changing
at this time of year and there
are many enthusiastic anglers
who would like to apply Utter
fish-harvesting skills but, due to
the uncertainty of the skies, feel
theinsior takes
might create a problem.
However, there is a lot of good
fishing close-to-home and many
modern-day fishermen are not
as aware of these as
However,there is a lot of good
fishing close-to-home and many
modern-day fishermen are not
as aware of these areas as were
their fathers
There nearby "hotspots" are
smaller streams that abound in
the conunonwealth. In fact,
Kentucky has some 13,000 flutes
of running "Waterand is second
only to Alaska in this rich
natural resource
Depending upon the time, of
course, these streams may be
high and muddy, but in a few
days they will again clear,
Karitiicky': example, there are many fine
streams on which to spend a
quiet day. Streams such as
Elkhorn, Benson, Stoner, Paint
Lick, Silver: Hanging Fork and
other creeks that run into larger
nvers give up good strings of
fine fish, as do Dix Chaplin and
Salt Rivers.
Many of these streams will
produce strings of black bass,
crappie, sunfish, sucker and
catfish at this time, especially
for those who will use lively
Minnows, earthworms or

rughtcrawlers.
For the most part, those
fishing these areas are bank
tislwrinent who often build a
small fire close to the stream's
edge to keep as tna cold and
then fish in eddy areas or
around drift piles close to the
shoreline
Those fishing with lively
minnows around drift generally
harvest crappie as well as black
bass, while those who fish on the
bottoms of the eddies with
worms will take bass, sunfish,
catfish and suckers.
The rigging for the minnow
drift fishermen may well be 3
simple of cane poles with corks,
hook, line and sinkers while
those fishing the eddies could
well use any rod and •reel
combination. For the most part,
those fishing on the bottom will
not use a cork and only a small
sinker.
There are places where a dam
-nr.- over-flow drain may berunning water and those who
have knowledge of such places
may cast live nightcrawlers and
float the tempting morsel just
inches off the bottom. This
tumbling, natural bait will go
down with the current and then
drift back up the eddy.
In such a spot on Salt River
Last winter. a local
fisherman
caught at least five black bass
per trip and over a period
of 60
days landed 87 bass, several
of
which tipped the scales
above
four pounds

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
_oime•""-•Fishing Equipment
tropc_0000°
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571

WARD - ELKINS

Guns

!IV
soulI
.

Remington -Browning
Winchester

sst

Shells

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
i% .'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Remington Federal
Hunting 14 Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing *
Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

-PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
It544.10
t
ion *PUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933
T•ur

irtilizer

Prescription eartolli&br & &ociirstas

Filled

By JERRY ALLEN
he has generously offered the
Since spring isn't far behind Murray Bass Club use of the
the nice days we've been having pond as a rearing site for
lately, the Murray Bass Club thousands of fingerling bass
members are really getting that later will be released into
restless. In fact they're really the lakes.
turning on. They are one of the
On a recent trip to Calhoun's
most active clubs in the West farm with Dub Polly and (lent
Kentucky area.
Maddox, I saw a transformation
All 55 members of the Murray beginning to take place. Several
Bass Club are out to save the ponds had been filled and
species of fish they hold most thousands of catfish had
fear and in turn aid other previously been released. In
species of fish. To accomplish fact, Mr. Calhoun says "We've
this they have begun an all-out already gotten two pounders,
conservation effort.
and man are they good eating."
Newly elected president Dub,
Along with a bass rearing and
Polly says they have several releasing project the Murray
conservation and community- "pass ("tub has been considered
projects in store this year
several other projects that will
One is the rearing and
benefit the public. They are
releasing of bass into Kentucky sponsoring a "clean up the lake
and Barkley Lakes. Dubb says, program" this spring whereby
"We know we aren't going to fill certain sections at the lake will
the lake with bass, but if we can be cleaned up little by little.
get a major movement Into
Local Boy Scout troupe will be
action, then other bass clubs
working in cooperation with the
across the state will join in, Murray Baas Club as well as
and together I believe we Could other well-known local civic
possibly aid bass fishing.
organizations.
Another project the Murray
Gene Maddox, chairman of Bass Club hopes to get going
the Murray Bass Club's special this spring is restocking of local
projects committee, is working farm ponds of the area with
closely with John Calhoun to get
bass and bluegill. Of course,
things on the move so that this is with the farmers perMurray Bass Club's dream of a
rrussion. This project consists of
rearing pond may became a cleaning the ponds of an unreality.
balanced fish population and
Calhoun, a long-woe resident restoring the ecological balance
of Calloway County, has been in
so that ever) man, woman and
the process of building large
child may some day enjoy the
ponds that will have the best thrill of landing a big one.
commercial catftshing ponds in
Yes, indeed, the Murray Bass
the local area
Club is concerned with conCalhoun has long dreamed of
servation and they're doing
such an operation as the one-Pie
something about It. Unlike lots
now has planned on his farm. of other clubs and individuals
He plans to start off this sum- throughout Kentucky
the
mer with 15 acres of ponds that
Murray Bass Club takes a plan
will be stocked with prime and puts it Into action to get
fast
eating, hard fighting channels -essulta.
catfish that anyone egel catch
One reas.,n the Murray Bass
for a fee
Club is doing so well in West
You talk about tasty fish, you
Kentucky is because of ita
can't beat these fish for the -qualified membership.
It takes
table. On his farm, Calhoun is
pride in having members from
now drilling a well to feed the
all walks of life and every
Ponds he plans to have by midprofession.
summer
These men are a dedicated
Since the 'first pond that
bunch, dedicated to conreceives the well water will
servation of the sport they love,
Ledger and Times outdoor writer Jerry Allen proudly displays
probably be too cool for catfish, fishing.
his outstanding conservationist award presented him by the
League of Kentucks Sportsmen arid the Kentucky Chapter of the
Wildlife Federation

Outdoor Lore

--Om* -opois -s.tisna cat the
banks of the Kentucky River, a
brave young Indian chief lived
happily with his pretty young
wife and lovely baby daughter.
Then came a sad day when, by
force of circumstances, it
became necessary for him to go
away on the warpath, Fits wife,
as wives have ever been in the
long and dreadful history of
human warfare, was deeply
grieved put the little daughter
was inconsolable,

Allen Is Named To Honor

from. .1rellaTe_eite .41 watched
her father depart, along with
_
Ledger and Time outdoor the nation.
his warriors, for the distant writer,
Jerry Allen got the
Allen
graduated from M. S. U
battlefield.
surprise of his life last week in 1972 with a biology degree
Doubly grief-stricken over when he received an award
for and a degree in Industrial Arts.
the loss of both husband and outstanding achievements
in He has been employed by T. V.
daughter, the sorrowing the wildlife conservation
field. A. for the past three years as
mother spent the burial day
The inscription read "Jerry assistant biologist and
has
mourning at the grave of her
Allen has served Kentucky and worked with
and studied
child. When night came and the America well during past years
various species of wildlife of
whippoorwills began their in practicing and promoting
this area. Along with the other
sympathetic threnodies, she conservation of our wildlife and position
s Allen holds, he is now
was still there, and there she natural resources."
employed as wildlife technician
remained until dawn came and
The award was presented to for Auburn University working
the sun rose full blown above
Allen by the League of Ken- on a special project with wild
the background of dark spring- tucky Sportsmen and the" turkey in I.. B. L.
Kentucky Chapter of the
time hills that formed the
Not only has Allen been
Wildlife Federation Founhorizon. Then she arose, stared
concerned with promoting
in astonishment at the grave, dation.
conservation but hunting and
Allen has long been active in
and went away ti. her lodge
fishing are his way of life. One
conservation affairs throughout
with a great sense of peace
of the area's leading authorities
Kentucky, traveling all over the
flooding her soul -for there, in
on the out-of-doors, Allen says
state
to talk to various "You've
the raw and freshly -turned
got to have hunting and
earth at the foot of the grave, organizations concerning fishing as well as conservation
wildlife, its management and
stood growing a pair of beautior everything we've all worked
conservation.
ful pink ladyslippers.
for in the wildlife-conservation
Allen,former resident of L. B.
Clinging to her beloved
field will go to waste. We've got
By this token that had
L. now resides in Murray where
father, the tearfully beseeched appeared overnight, she knew
to become aware. People
he writes for Fin! 'n' Feathers
him not to go, but since this that somewhere in the happy
somehow have gotten the idea
as well as several other leading
could not be so, he took her in hunting ground of the Great
that conservation, hunting and
state and national outdoor
fishing are separate subjects,
arms
and promised that if Beyond, her husband and
his
magazines. Holding an adbut they aren't: they go hand in
she would dry her tears and he daughter had been -reunited
visary position on the staff of a
hand. We must realize this
good while he was gone, he and that, true to his promise,
new conservation organization
before it's too late. The sportwould, upon his return, make he had presented her with a
called Deer Sportsmen of
smen should be the confor her a pair of pretty pink pair of pink moccasins.
America, Jerry Allen sends out
doeskin moccasins. Then he
This, of course, is an "Id,
his conservation news, not only servationist and the conwent away.
old Indian legend that has been
to Kentucky but to all parts of servationist should be a sportsmen."
The days passed and the handed down from generation
weeks went by, but the young to generation and, while it
warrior did not return. Then probably isn't true, it could be.
Among folklorists it is held
calm the word that he had
been slain in battle and buried that all legends have their basis
in a spot far, far from home. in fact and in the course of
Upon learning her father's fate. human events on this planet,
the little girl was overwhelmed stranger things have happened.
When a species is classified as
Jlitar y activity, appealing
with grief. For days she would
In any case, knowledge of endangered it means
that its most to individuals
who prefer
not eat and for nights she this legend will enhance the chances of survival
and to be away from
the crowds.
could not sleep. Finally she experience of a chance dis- reproduction are slim, and
that taking his pleasure on
a ridge
languished away and died and covery of a ladysiipper growing it is possibly headed
for ex- top rather than a beer joint,
a
was buried on top of a pleasant wild and beautiful in the tinction.
hunter is happier in the
knoll overlooking the river
To
place
woods.
the hunter in such a
category may seem a bit far surroundings which give him a
fetched, but in view of modern feeling of independence than in
conditions, certain trends show the increasingly complex
that sport hunting may be in for "civilized" world.
These traits, when contrasted
some stormy weather
It isn't the hunter himself that against the mass of modern
is in the "immediate jeopardy" society, make the hunter an odd
of extinction, or at least no more man indeed, at a time when
AS A AllaTOR TO TR( MARK LANDS
etEOGE
than any other soul living in this individualism and self-reliance
are not as esteemed as once
• KEEP Tot LAND CLOW AND TIRE
troubled world.
Of urns
they were.
•RESPECT ARO TREAT NE LAMAS
lat OMR
It is the possible loss of
The modern world doesn't
• LEAVE GATES ARO insets 5,51 ISO111EIA
hunting as his sport and understa
nd a man who would
•011te STATE GAM AIM ItSO4 LAWS
pastime that threatens and rather sweat
and toil up a long
•IS CARETIlliVITM INK
what is it besides this singular wooded
hill in search of vension
activity that sets him apart than
sit in air conditioned
ii 01/41/1111,MT Or Mr ONTIOPOO
from everyone else.
comfort while a waiter brings
Hunting is essentially a him a T-bone
steak.
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Murray High Tigers Roll Over
Fulton County In Last Match
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
All of the hard work and
practice comes down to one
important game for the Murray
High Tigers. Everything goes
on the line Thursday night when
the Tigers tangle with South
Marshall in the opening game of
the District Tournament at the
Murray State Sports Arena.
The curtain came down on the
voionisosolill regular season last night at
Hickman as Murray roiled over
a deadgrune Fulton County
quintet 88-61. And for the
Tigers, the same qualities that
have marked their 11-9 season
worksheet were evident in the
encounter with the Pilots.
;
In the first quarter, the Tigers
looked like the same Murray
club that has defeated such
teams as Calloway County,
Carlisle County and Ballard
Memorial. And yet, later in the
first half, Murray resembled
, the Tiger team that lost to North
Marshall.

ore
.:••••
111004Mi.

■••••••••"41ro.

If there is any real
satisfaction from the win, it
would have to be the fact that
all of the starters scored hi
double figures.
It was George Landoll who
was the most impressive to the
small crowd on hand for the
cakewalk. Landoll, working
well on the boards in the first
half, worked his way under and
scored a game high 20 points.
Glenn Jackson did some fine
shooting from outside and hit on
his patented short jump shot in
firing through 18 points. Junior
guard Ray lane hit for 14 points
as did senior Dean Willis.
The other Tiger to hit in
double figures was junior center,
Dann): Hudspeth who was in
foul trouble most of the game.
Hudspeth, who played about
half of the game, hit eight of his
10 points in the first period and
would have had a great offensive night had it not been for
the fouls.
Hudspeth hit the first two

was enough to turn the
points of the game and the momentum somewhat.
Tigers never trailed or were
The Pilots were able to
never tied.
trim the Tiger lead down to
Jackson scored on a five foot
12 points late in the period
jumper and Landoll followed
before Murray rallied for a
with a bucket to give Murray a
52-36 lead at intermission.
10-4 lead. Five consecutive
Murray hit 19-38 in the half for
points by Hudspeth followed by an even .500 clip and the Tigers
a pair of free throws by Lane had a 20-19 edge on the boards.
stretched the Tiger cushion to Landoll and Jackson led in the
17-4 with 3:21 remaining in the point production with 14 apiece
opening period.
while Hudspeth and Willis had
Fulton County was tratthig 4 eight apiece All of Hudspeth's
24-14 late In the quarter
first half points came in the
before Jackson reeled off
opening quarter.
seven consecutive points to
Action came to a standstill in
boost the Tigers to a 31-14
the third period as the Tigers
bulge at the end of the frame.
scored only 12 points but still
Murray ripped the cords for managed to increase the
eight points in the opening two margin as Fulton County
minutes of the second quarter to managed just 10
move to a 39-14 bulge. But
The Tiger lead varied betHudspeth picked up his 'third ween 14 and 20 points before
personal moments after the Murray took a 64-46 cushion Into
rally and a part of the Tiger the final eight minutes.
strength was"gone.
Willis opened the final period
Landoll picked up the slack on by hitting on a drive and Lanfloor
Tiger
the boards but
dolt followed with a five footer.
errors combined with some A steal on an mbounds pass
better shooting by the Pilots gave Lane two points and the 511 guard came through with
another two seconds later to
give the Tigers their largest
lead of the game to that point,
72-46.

Murray High B-Team Rolls To
16th Win Over Fulton County
One of the most successful
"B" teams in the Region closed
its season last night at Fulton
County as Murray whipped the
-Ptiots 74-311. —
The victory leaves the Tigers
with a 16-2 worksheet for the
season with the losses coming to
and
Tilghman
Paducah
County
Fulton
walloped
Tigers
as
the
High
Murray
for
night
last
man
George Landolt was the big
Mayfield loss
The
Mayfield.
Fulton
a
over
the
ball
shoot
to
power
his
di-61 Landolt picks np two of his 241 points here as be ases
was avenged Tuesday night
ount) player
• when -the Tigers whipped the
Cardinals in double overtime

Chicago Bulls Rally To Take
Win Over New York Last Night
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By BRUCE LOWITT
The way the Chicago Bulls
were talking, it sounded as if
they hadn't done a thing right—
and for the . first half of the
game, that's about how things
were. But they were talking,
about the final 21 seconds,
when eveything they did
worked out just fine.
The Bulls appeared out of
Friday night's National Basketball Association game against
New York by halftime as the
Knicks blew away to a 57-33
lead
In other NBA games, Detroit
nipped Baltimore 107-105,
Cleveland clobbered Portland
121-102, Houston humbled Philadelphia 138-116, Phoenix beat
Buffalo 125-106, S2attle defeated
Atlanta 124-120 and Golden
State downed Los Angeles 111106. In the American Basketball
Association it was Carolina 107,
New York 93 and Denver 129,
Memphis 103.

What the Bulls did in the second half was get hot. In one
stretch they outscored New
York 26-6 By the start of the
fourth quarter the Bulls trailed
by only four points. And they
went...head 74-73 midway...lajbt.
period.
Detroit did a comeback thing
of its own against the Bullets.
The Pistons trailed by six
points midway in the final period and scrambled back to tie it
105-105 with 45 seconds left. Bob
Lanier's 10-foot hook shot at the
buzzer gave the Pistons the
game.
Austin Carr and Len Wilkens,
who teamed for 49 Cleveland
points, led a third-quarter
surge in which the Cavaliers
took a 55-48 halftime lead and
turned it into a 94-88 bulge over
the Trail Blazers.
The 76ers, who had the
league buzzing with their sudden winning ways, returned to

In the past two seasons,
Coach Jerry Shelton's Tigers
have compiled a total log of 34-3
as last season's tea,•. went 18-1

midseason form. They were out
of their game against Houston
by the end of the first period,
when they trailed 43-23.
Dennis Layton came off the
bench to score 10 points late in
the second period, then Charlie
Scott scored 12 of his 29 early
In the fourth to carry the Suns
past Buffalo
Rick Barry bruised his back
and was carried off the court in
the second period. Then he
came back and helped carry
the Warriors past Los Angeles.
He scored 12 of his 20 points in
the second half, five of them in
a burst as Golden State outscored the Leiters 13-2 to lock it
up
Dick Snyder and rookie Bud
Stallworth clicked for six points
apiece as the SuperSonics rallied from a 114-106 deficit
against the Hawks to a 122-116
advantage with 39 seconds to
go.

There was never any doubt as McCuiston paced Murray with
to the outcome of the game with 20 while sophomore Eli
the Pilots as Murray roared to Alexander fired in 13 in a fine
an early lead and held a com- showing. Bob Wilder, who
manding 21-5 bulge at the end of Dulled Of 10.rtboinsks.Put ill 10
points as did Phil Miller.
the first period.
Brad Barnett just missed
The Tigers kept the pace up in double digits as he fired in nine
the second frame as they out- while Mark Williams added
scored Fulton County 16-8 to eight. Freshman David Frank
taks-a -37-13 lead at the half.
rounded out the attack with four
Reserves dominated much of markers
--711
21 16 IS
the acUotilh the final half but Murray
5 8 12 13-38
Fulton County was simply Fulton
Murray f741—D.' McCuiston
outclassed and was never able
to come any closer than 22 20, Wilder 10, Shelly, Alexander
13, Miller 10, Williams 8, Frank
points.
Sophomore guard Dale 4 and Barnett 9.

Carolina Cougars Romp Over
New York Nets Friday Night
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team.
Two Kentucky teams saw col- offense of the home
Jim Minch fired in 19 to lead
lege basketball action Friday
Wright, and all five starters
night, both out of state.
double figures on the
posted
traveled
K.ntucky
Northern
sheet.
score
strongwhere
to Dayton, Ohio,
The Ohio school boosted its
scoring Wright State claimed a
for the season to 15-5.
record
78-69 victory.
Kentucky slipped to
Northern
a
in
poured
Richard Derkson
mark on the season.
game-high 29 points for North- a 10-14
At Sewanee, Tenn., host Seern Kentucky, but it wasn't
defeated Centre 76-66 in
wanee
enough to offset the balanced
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straight loss for the Tams, who
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS game wide open
says the
Tom Owens added 15 .points are seeking # playoff !pot In
- Billy Cunninghamunning
reason he is leading the Ameri- for Carolina, while George C'ar- the East Division.
Ralph Simpson scored 37
can Basketball Association in ter topped the Nets with 20
for the Rockets and Bypoints
steals is defense and alertness. points.
An exasperated Memphis ron Beck added 23. George
Cunningham and his Carolina
Cougar teammates used de- Coach Bob Bass called a team Thompson had 25 points for
fense and alertness to steal meeting for Saturday morning Memphis and Johnny Neumann
New York blind on their way to to, as he put it, "iron this ttung contributed 21 in a losing
cause.
a 107-93 victory over the in- out."
The Rockets continued their
The decision to Denver tied
juryplagued Nets Friday night.
InBilly C added four steals to the worst hernecourt loss in the pursuit of the second-place
Divihis league-leading total of 175 history of the Memphis fran- diana Pacers in the West
and added 19 points to the Cou- chise. It was also the fourth sion race.
gar cause. "We kept the fastbreak tempo going and our defense lead to many layups "
•
In the only other game in the
•
ABA. the Denver Rockets
•
blasted the Memphis Tams 129•
103.
•
Jumping Joe Caldwell, who
•
Couthe
added 15 points for
•
gars, feels the Nets have too
•
many offensive guards -Our
•
up
setting
job
guards do their
•
a second-round game of the the plays besides scoring the
•
Central Athletic Conference points,"
•
basketball tournament.
23-13
trailing
The Cougars,
•
A balanced Sewanee attack early in the game, outscored
•
took the home team to a 33-29 the Nets 24-12, and widened
•
halftime margin and on for the their lead to 48-42 at the interwin.
•
The Nets trimmed the
mission.
Washington & Lee had de- margin to four points early in
•
feated Centre 86-74 in a first- the third period but the Cou•
round game of the tournament gars poured it on and blew the
•
the night before.
•

ng
rer
is
,ge
,a
he

Fulton County could come
no closer than 22 points in the
Last period even though Tiger
coach Bob loon used every
player available during the
final minutes.
Murray hit on 36-72 field goal
attempts in the game for a .500
mark. On the boards, the
Tigers had a 40-36 rebounding
edge. Landoll picked off 10
rebounds while Hudspeth
grabbed nine arid Willis eight.
In the preliminary game.
Murray took an easy 74-38
win in closing its season at 112.
Thursday night the Tigers
will clash with Socth Marshall
at 7 30 p.m, with the winner
advancing to meet Calloway
County Friday night in the
semifinals of the tournament.
Murray High 31 21 12 24-88
Fulton County 14 22 10 15- 61
Murray (881—Willis 14,
Landoll 20, Hudspeth 10, Lane
14, Jackson 18, Reaig 2, Scott 2,
Miller 4, Barnett 4, Wilder,
Alexander, Shelly, McCuiston,
Williams and Frank.
Fulton (11)—Kinney 16,
Nickerson 2, McClanahan 16,
Sheehan 21, Hardin 2 and
Amberg 4

Crossword Puzzle

Wright Claims 78-69 Win Over North Kentucky
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•Bass Club Getting Ready
With Several Projects
•

-tea

•

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS
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By3ERRY ALLEN
he has generously offered the
Since spring isn't far behind Murray Bass Club use of the
the nice days we've been having pond as a rearing site for
lately, the Murray Bass Club thousands of fingerling bass
members are really getting that later will be released into
restless. In fact they're really the lakes.
turning on. They are one of the
On a recent trip to Calhoun's
most active clubs in the West farm with Dub Polly
and Gera
Kentucky area.
Maddox,I saw a transformation
All 55 members of the Murray beginning to take place. Several
Bass Club are out to save the ponds had been filled and
species of fish they hold most thousands of catfish had
iear and in turn aid other previously been released. In
species of fish. To accomplish fact, Mr_ Calhoun says "We've
this they have begun an all-out already gotten two pounders,
conservation effort.
and man are they good eating."
NeV.I elected president Dub,
Along with a bass rearing and
Polly says they have several releasing project the Murray
conservation and community Ttass Club has been considered
projects in store this year
seweral other projects that will
One is the rearing and benefit the public. They are
releasing of bass into Kentucky sponsoring a "clean up the lake
and Barkley Lakes. Dubb says, program" this spring whereby
We know we aren't going to fill certain sections ot the lake will
the lake with bass, but if we can
be cleaned up little by little.
get a major movement into
Local Boy Scout troupe will be
action, then other bass clubs working in cooperation with the
across the state will join in, Murray Bass Club as well as
and together I believe we could other well-known local civic
possibly aid bass fishing.
organizations.
Another project the Murray
Gene Maddox, chairman of Bass Club hopes to get going
the Murray Bass Club's special this spring is restocking of local
projects committee, is working farm ponds of the area with
closely with John Calhoun to get bass and bluegill. Of course,
things on the move so that this is with the farmers perMurray Bass Club's dream of a
mission. This project consists of
rearing pond may became a cleaning the ponds of an unreality
balanced fish population and
Callioun, a long-time resident restoring the ecological balance
of Calloway County, has been in so that every roan,
woman and
the process of building large child may some day enjoy the
ponds that will have the best thrill of landing a big one.
commercial catfislung ponds in
Yes, indeed, the Murray Bass
the local area.
Club is concerned with conCalhoun has long dreamed of
servation and they're doing
such an operation at the orfeWE NomethIng about it.
now has planned on his farm. of other clubs and
individuals
He plans to start off this sum- throughout Kentuck
y
the
mer with 15 gm of Ponds that
Murray Baas Club takes a plan
will be stocked with prime - and puts it into action
to get fast
eating, hard fighting channel - results.
eatfish that anyone can catch_
___Onsoreason the Murray awas
for a fee
Club is doing so well in West
You talk about tasty fish, you
Kentucky is because of its
can't beat these fish for the
qualified membership. It takes
table On his farm, Calhoun is
pride in having members from
now drilling a well to feed the
all walks of life and every
ponds he plans to have by midprofession.
summer
These men are a dedicated
Since the first pond that
bunch, dedicated to conreceives the well water will
servation of the sport they love,
Ledger and Times outdoor writer Jerry Alien proudly displass
probably be too cool for catfish, fishing
his outstanding conservationist award presented
him by the
League of Kentucky Sportsmen and the Kentuelttr Chapter
of the
Wildlife Federation
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Murray Bass Club special project committee chairman Gene ntaddox. listens as John Cabana explains bk eadtsh pond
sporallee.President Dubb Pay iatentively looks on. The Bass Club. with Calhoun's cooperation, plans to raise bass fingerta
nds in a
Wane plod and release them inte the nearby lake.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Boy i n g
B* 141:k V.4).STIES
NEV. 1011K
Ph — One
of the least
ivin sources of
excellen
inexpensibe
_of interesi_to
reels%
al boaters is the L.S.
'Goy
ment Printing I Wie,.
i
titles ay ailable include
151,014,, and pamphlet. by the
N•y y. Coast (Tuard and other
government
agencies on
twisting. Da% iorrtimt. eleetniniws.
safety and other related topics.
Mans of these publications
were prepared at considerable
experahe b) some of the best
experts in their fields and their
coat, when compared with the
equiyalent.
commerci•Ily
available texts, represents •
good bargain.
Prices range from as little as
1 rents for a pamphlet, -Safety
Tips, in on and Around
V. 51.t" up to as much as S7.27)
fir the "1 .5. Navy l)y ing
Manual.- a book which explains general principles of sellcontained and surfer-supplied
diiing. first aid. emergency
prneedarri -ard--cliv' ins re,.etworiett.
There i* a .*IA ..rid Port
Index'. for $1 . -iii which ghee
haistains and descriptions of
maritime pons with references
to appropriate *ailing directions
and q-harts.
Some other titles include
• • Nal,igation
Compendium,
''Navigation
Dictionara,'"
"Shipboard
Electronic
I- auipsnrnt.'' "The Skipper's
i smear. "American Practical
ha.igator." "Trim/di-shunting
and flepair nif Radio Equipment.- -Marine Crewman's
Handbook.The Handbook provides
information on small boat and

/

Kentucky Afield

The weather is ever-changing nightcrawlers
at this time of year and there
For the most part, thosa
ship handling. piloting. towing.
basic constructiiin of small are many enthusiastic anglers fishing these areas are bank
ships. enwrgency procedures. who would like to apply thier
communications. rules of the fish-harvesting skills but, due to tislwrinent who often build a
rtwireli-enid-usolwawary 44-tuutticui.1 the wicertainty of the skies, fell small fire close to the stream's
terms.
that going to tWirrajor -151tet - edge--toiteepotwaysthecolcLand
Altogether. there are more might create problem
then fish in eddy areas or
a
.
than 70 of these publications
However, there is a lot of good around drift piles chase to the
asailable from the 1.S.
fishing close-ttlatiRme, and rna.PZ shoreline
Gosernment l'rinting
Anyone can obtain a lid of modern-day fishermen are not "- Those ftehtnir -with lively
these boating and biotin"- as aware of these as
punnows around drift generally
related publicatisins by writing
However,there is a lot of good harvest crappie as well as black
the l
lh 4 hublic Isannients fishing close-to-home and many bass, whilelhoSe wh0 fish on theI)epartment. V. ephington.11).(:.
Any citizen may also request modern-day fishermen are not bottoms of the eddies alth
to have his name placed on the as aware of these areas as were worms will take bass, sunfish,
catfish and suckers.
USGPI 0.11 mashing list I.. rehriy, their fathers
a free copy of the b.-weekly
There nearby -hotspots" are
The rigging for the minnow
bulletin. -Selected
t .5. smaller streams that abound in drift fishermen may well
be 3
Goyernment Publications.- the corrunonwealth. In
fact, couple of cane poles with corks,
which whims, the reader of
Kentuck
has
y
some
13,000
nules
hook, line and sinkers while
•liftle
if the latest and moat
popular publications ayailable. of running water and is second those fishing the eddies could
There is also a common-jai only to Alaska in this rich well use any rod and reel
firm. Technical Information natural resource
combination. For the most part,
Services. P.O. Riot 24A34. Lays
Depending upon the time, of
notelet;'404(24, which offers for course, these streams may be those fishing on the bottom will
not toe a cork and only a small
10 rents a seketed bat of
government publications high arid muddy, but in a few sinker.
Oilaraga urtnneiniroviongswitir days they will again clear.
There are places where a dam
an order form.
In Central KentUchy, for or over-flow dram may •-iliaa —Once
41{A34.1 tune on the
example, there are many fine running water and those who banks
•••
of the Kentucky River, a
tieen ost the National Boat streams on which to spend a have knowledge of such places brave young Indian chief lived
shins : A' 114.000 -gadget" quiet day. Streams such as may cast live rughtcrawlers and happily
with his pretty young
called a Thruster which giyes a
Elkhorn, Benson, Stoner, Paint float the ternhting morsel lust
boat the capability of slipping
Lick, Silver, Hanging Fork and inches off the bottom This wife and lohels baby daughter.
Then came a sad day when, by
in and out of tight spots, other creeks that run into larger tumbling
, natural bait will go
sideways. even against strong
rivers give up good strings of down with the current and then force of circumstances, it
winds and currents. The
became necessary (or him to go
Thruster, a disemer salve, fits fine fish, as do Dix Chaplin and drift back up the eddy.
away on the warpath. His wife,
Salt Rivers.
into the bilge and pump*
In such a spot on Salt
River as wives have ever been in the
seawater be way ,if • hole in the
Many of these streams will last winter, a
local fisherman long and dreadful history
botom or the hull through produce strings
of
of
black
caught
bass,
at least five black bass
apertures in the hull sides.(her
human warfare, was deeply
1.000 gallons per minute of jet' crappie, sunfish, sucker and per trip and over a period of 60
grieved, hut the little daughter
thrusting power can ac- catfish at this time, especially days landed 87 bass,
several of was inconsolable. .„
commodate boats up to 100 for those who will use lively which tipped the
scales above
feet
Minnows. earthworms or four pounds.
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Allen Is Named To Honor

from where she had watched
her father depart, along with
Ledger and Times outdoor the ninon.
his warriors, for the distant writer,
Jerry Allen got the
Mien graduated from M. S. U.
battlefield,
surprise of his life last week in 1972 with a
biology degree
laoubly griehsuKken over when he
received an award for and a degree in Industrial Arts
the loss of both husband and outstanding achieve
ments in He has been employed by T V
daughter, the sorrowing the wildlife conserva
tion field. A. for the past three years as
mother spent the burial day
The inscription read "Jerry assistant biologis
t and has
mourning at the grave of her Allen has served Kentucky
' and worked with and studied
child. When night came and the
America well during past years various species of
wildlife of
whippoorwills began their in practicing and promoti
ng this area. Along with the other
sympathetic threnodies, she conservation of our wildlife and
positions Allen holds, he is now
was still there, and there she natural resources"
employed as wildlife technician
remained until dawn came and
The award was presented to for Auburn University working
the sun rose full blown above
Allen by the League of Ken- on a special project with
wild
the background of dark spring- tucky Sportsmen and the turkey in
L. B. 1..
time hills that formed the
Kentucky Chapter of the
Not only has Allen been
Wildlife Federation Founhorizon. Then she arose, stared
concerned with promoting
dation.
in astonishment at the grave,
conserva
Allen has long been active in fishing tion but hunting and
and went away tc her lodge
are his way of life One
conservation affairs throughout
with a great sense of peace
of the area's leading authorities
Kentucky, traveling all over the
. flooding her soul -for there, in
on the out-of-doors, Allen says
state to talk to various
the raw and freshly -turned
"You've got to have hunting and
organiz
ations
concerning fishing as well as conservation
earth at the foot of the grave,_
wildlife, its management and
stood growing a pair of beautior everything we've all worked
Artwetti•
conservation.
, _449:• jb„, ful pink lady slippers. .
For in the wildlife-conservation
Allen,
former
resident of I. B. field will
Clinging to her beloved
By this token thai had
go to waste. We've got
L.
now resides in Murray where
father, she tearfully beseeched appeared overnight, she knew
to become aware. People
he writes for Fins 'n' Feathers
him no to go, but since this that somewhere in the happy
somehow have gotten the idea
- as well as several other leading
could not be so, he took her in hunting ground of the Great
state and national outdoor that conservation, hunting and
his arms and promised that if Beyond, her husband and
fishing are separate subjects,
magazines. Holding an adshe would dry her tears and be daughter had been reunited . vIsary
but they aren't; they go hand in
position on the staff of a
good while he was ,gone, he and that, true to his promise,
new conservation organization hand. We must realize this
would, upon his return, make he had presented her with
called Deer Sportsmen of before it's too late. The sporta
for her a pair of pretty pink pair of pink moccasins.
America, Jerry Allen sends out smen should be the condoeskin moccasins. Then he
This, of course, is an old,
his conservation news, not only servationist and the conwent away.
old' Indian legend that has been
to Kentucky but to all parts of servationist should be a sportsmen."
The days passed and the handed down from generation
weeks went by, but the young to generation and, while it
warrior did not return. Then
probably isn't true, it could be.
came the word that he had
Among folklorists it is held
been slain in battle and buried that all legends have their basis
in a spot far, far from home. in fact and in the COMIC of
Upon learning her father's fate, human events on this planet.
the little girl was overwhelmed stranger things have happened.
When a species is classified as
slitary activity, appealing
with grief. For days the would
In any case, knowledge of endangered it means
that its most
to individuals who prefer
not eat and for nights she this legend will enhance the chances of surviva
l and to be
away from the crowds
could not sleep. Finally she experience of a chance dis- reproduction are slim,
and that taking
languished away and died and covery of a lad yslipper growing it is possibly
his pleasure on a ridge
headed for ex- top
rather than a beer joint, a
was buried on top of a pleasant wild and beautiful in the tinction.
hunter is happier in the
knoll overlooking the river
To place the hunter in such
woods.
a surroundings
which give him a
category may seem a bit
far
fetched, but in view of modern feeling of independence than in
conditions, certain trends show the increasingly complex
"civilized world.
that sport hunting may be in
for
These traits, when contrasted
some stormy weather.
It isn't the hunter himself that against the mass of modern
society, make the hunter an odd
is in the "immediate jeopard
y" man
indeed, at a time when
of extinction, or at least no
AS A VSETOP TO THE PUSIJC
LANDS
more
individualism and self-reliance
MADGE TO
than any other soul living in
this are not
•KEEP THE LAND CLEAN AND
as esteemed as once
troubled world.
MEE Or LITTER
they were
AP IIESPECT AND MEAT THE
LAND AS IiOWE
It is the possible loss of
The modern world doesn't
• LEAVE GATES AND
FENCES 45..1
'
MO THEN •
hunting as his sport and
understa
nd a man who would
•Oat STATE GAME ANO FISH
LAIR
pastime that threatens and
rather sweat and toil up a long
•SECA/SEUL VIETH TM
what is it besides this singular
wooded hill in search of vension
'activity that sets him apart
than sit in air conditioned
4 4 OtP41110(1,1 01
oaTtiK•
from everyone else.
comfort while a waiter brings
Hunting is essentially a
him a T-bone steak.

• a la •

a ea-

George Landolt
8841. Laadolt picks
County player.

Chicag
Win Ov
By BRUCE LO
The way the Chi
were talking, it
they hadn't done a
and for the first
game, that's about
were. But they we
about the -final- 21
when eveything
worked out just fine.
The Bulls appear
Friday night's Nati
ball Association ga
New York by half
Knicks blew away
lead.
In other NBA ga
nipped Baltimor.
Cleveland clobber
121.102, Houston h
delphia 138-116,
Buffalo 125-106, Saa
Atlanta 124-120
State downed Los
106. In the America
Association it was
New York 93 and
Memphis 103.

Wright CI
Two Kentucky
lege basketball a
night, both out of
Northern Kantu
to Dayton, Ohio,
scoring Wright Sta
78-69 victory.
Richard Derkso
game-high 29 porn
ern Kentucky,
enough to offset

NXNCY
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Murray High Tigers Roll Over
Fulton County In Last Match
It there is an) real
satisfaction from the win, it
would have to be the fact that
all of the starters scored in
double figures.
It was George Landoll who
was the most impressive to the
small crowd on hand for the
cakewalk Landolt, working
well on the boards in the first
half, worked his way under and
scored a game high 20 points.
Glenn Jackson did some fine
shooting from outside and hit on
his patented short jump shot in
firing through 18 points. Junior
guard Ray Lane hit for 14 points
as did senior Dean Willis.
The other Tiger to hit in
double figures was junior center
in
In the first quarter, the Tigers Dann) Hudspeth who was
game.
the
of
most
trouble
foul
Murray
same
looked like the
about
club that has defeated such Hudspeth, who played
of his
teams as Calloway County, half of the game, hit eight
and
period
first
the
in
points
10
Ballard
and
Carlisle County
ofMemorial. And yet, later in the would have had a great
been for
first half, Murray resembled fensive night had it not
the Tiger team that lost to North the fouls.
Hudspeth hit the first two
Marshall.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Thnes Sportswriter
All of the hard work and
practice comes down to one
important game for the Murray
High Tigers. Everything goes
on the line Thursday night when
the Tigers tangle with South
Marshall in the opening game of
the District Tournament at the
Murray State Sports Arena.
The curtain came down on the
regular season last night at
Hickman as Murray rolled over
a deadgame Fulton County
quintet 88-61. And for the
Tigers, the same qualities that
have marked their 11-9 season
worksheet were evident in the
encounter with the Pilots.

08,40-

Way'

points of the game and the
Tigers never trailed or were
never tied.
Jackson scored on a five foot
jumper and Landoll followed
with a bucket to give Murray a
10-4 lead. Five consecutive
points by Hudspeth followed by
a pair of free throws by Lane
stretched the Tiger' cushion to
17-4 with 3:21 remaining in the
opening period.
Fulton County was trailing
24-14 late in the quarter
before Jackson reeled off
seven consecutive points to
boost the Tigers to a 31-14
bulge at the end of the frame.
Murray ripped the cords for
eight points in the opening two
minutes of the second quarter to
move to a 39-14 bulge. I3ut
Hudspeth picked up his third
personal moments after the
rally and a part of the Tiger
strength was gone
Landoll picked up the slack 9n
the boards but Tiger floor
errors combined with some
better shooting by the Pilots

Murray High B-Team Rolls To
16th Win Over Fulton County

was enough to turn the
momentiun somewhat.
The Pilots were able to
trim the Tiger lead down to
12 points late in the period
before Murray rallied for a
52-36 lead at intermission.
Murray hit 19-38 in the half for
an even .500 clip and tIK Tigers
had a 20-19 edge on thaoards.
Landoll and Jackson led in the
point production with 14 apiece
while Hudspeth and Willis had
eight apiece All of Hudspeth's
first half points came in the
opening quarter
Action came to a standstill in
the third ptriod as the Tigers
scored only 12 points but still
managed to increase the
margin as Fulton County
managed just 10.
The Tiger lead varied between 14 and 20 points before
Murray took a 64-46 cushion Into
the final eight minutes.
Willis opened the final period
by hitting on a drive and Landolt followed with a five footer.
A steal on an inbounds pass
gave Lane two points and the 511 guard came through with
another two seconds later to
give the Tigers their larsest
lead of the game to that point,
72-46

Fulton County could come
no closer than points in the
last period even though Tiger
coach Bob Toon used every
player available during the
final Minutes.
Murray hit on 36-72 field goal
attempts in the game for a .500
mark. On the boards, the
Tigers had a 40-36 rebounding
edge Landoll picked off 10
rebounds while Hudspeth
gratbed nine and Willis eight
In the preliminary game,
Murray took an easy 74-38
win in closing its season at lit
Thursday night the Tigers
will clash with South Marshall
at 7 30 p.m. with the winner
advancing to meet Calloway
County Friday night in the
semifinals of the tournament.
Murrily High 31 21 12 24--88
Fulton County 14 22 10 15--61
—Willis 14,
Murray
Landolt 20, Hudspeth 10, Lane
14, Jackson 18, Resta 2, Scott 2,
Miller 4, Barnett 4, Wilder,
Alexander, Shelly, McCuiston,
Williams and Frank.
Fulton (61)—Kinney 16,
Hickerson 2, McClanahan 16,
Sheehan 21, Hardin 2 and
Amberg 4.
A fl
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What the Bulls did in the sec- midseas
By BRUCE LOWITT
14
of their game against Houston
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The way the Chicago Bulls ond half was get hot. In one
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One of the most successful
"B" teams in the Region closed
its season last night at Fulton
County as Murray whipped the
Pilots 74-38.
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Chicago Bulls Rally To Take
Win Over New York Last Night

Carolina Cougars Romp Over
New York Nets Friday Night
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Lakers Finish With Homecoming Win
Blast Christian County 85-77
In Last Game Of Season Action

/ •".

By David Hill
42, with 3:43 to go tn the quarter, charity stripe, for the same 5;
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Mark Ferguson reeled off four per cent, while the Colonels hil
•j
It was the perfect way to,end points, and Wells bucketed
two 15 of 26 gratis tries_
a season.
0
to give the host quint a 15 point
1
Dan Thompson, who seldom
911:11
14/11
Ol
t •%- .
It was not a perfect season, as advantage,
with
2;17 gets the glory, but always turns
• 1,
the Lakers have had their remaining.
%
4
.
in a good performance,
troubles. But they put it all
bucketed rune mints for the
Lakers
The
carried
a
60-52
together Friday night as they
Leiters. Mark Ferguson, who
into
edge
the
round
final
of
the
handed powerful Christain
"
has been sidelined with wrist
County the beating of their life final game of the regular injury much of the season,
season.
to the tune of 85-77.
V
The Colonels were riot about turned it on for his last game of
The Lakers didn't run them
the regular season, and played
—41
9
off the floor; the Colonels are to give up, though. They pulled
a much better game than his six
within
to
points
two
eight
with
much too good a team to have
points would indicate. David
that done to them. But Calloway minutes to go, and threatened to Waters also had three clutch
showed the Hoptown visitors pull off a rally that would kill baskets for the Lakers.
just who had the better team. the Lakers' chances.
Calloway outrebounded the
The Lakers recovered, Colonels easily, grabbing 44
-el the Colonels will likely
though, and quickly pulled back caroms to their visitors' 30.
remember it.
It would be dangerous to start to a 12-point lead, before several
Calloway will see action again
naming heroes of Friday's quick baskets in the final in the second round of the
Homecoming game, but it's minute pulled the Colonels up to District Tournament Friday
easy to pick out two men; Greg the eight-point final spread, 85- night.
Howard, with 34 points, and big 77.
SCORING
James Wells, with 26 led the
The Lakers ripped the cords
Calloway 185 —Shelton 2.
Lakers with one of their top for 34 of their 60 field goal tries Waters 8, Thompson 9, Wells 26,
performances of the year.
for a sizzling 57 per cent from Howard 34, Duncan 2, Ferguson
The game was called ex- the floor. The Colonels could 6
tremely close on fouls, but the manage only 31 of 91 from the
Christian (TO—Gates 13,
officials were not unfair to field for a cold 34 per cent.
Hobson 11, Baker 10, Torain 19,
Calloway hit 17 of 30 from the Wade 16, McCombs 2.
either team. The Lakers were
charged with 26 fouls, while
Colonels committed 30 perV&A&
sonals.
Calloway jumped to an early
1
;110
8-2 lead, with their usual ex4114.141111W
plosion in the first four minutes.
WAVY&
410
But the Colonels, who played
excellent ball the entire game,
battled back to take the lead
11)
with 49 seconds left in the
quarter, 14-12. They carried
,
16-14 edge into the second
quarter
II
Calloway came to life in the
second frame, after the
The Calloway County Laken used their superior height advantage to take a
over visiting t hristian County, in be Lakers' Homecoming game Friday. Big
Colonels had jumped out to a
commanding lead in the rebounding department, as well as coasting to an a5-77 win
James Wells chalked up 26 points, but game high-scoring honors went to Greg
strong lead. The Lakers rallied
Howard with 34.
back to take a 4445 lead at the
half, and it was all over for the
Colonels.
Calloway hit seven of 13 from
the field during the first round,
APS- -.A
and ten of 16 in the second. The
.
Colonels hit six of 19 in each of
the first two stanzas. •
Calloway missed its only free
•
Gibby Gilbert took over third
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
throw try in the first quarter,
(AP) — Forrest Fetter, a place with a 70-139 and Jack
but ripped ten. of 13 in the
• #:
youthful tour sophomore, had Nicklaus birdied three of his
second Christian County hit
no real explanation for his lofty last Tour holes to move Into po?our of seven in the first frame,
position atop the standings in sition with a 69-142_
and seven of nine in the se.
the rich Jackie Gleason golf
"Well," said Nicklaus, the
The Lakers pushed their lead
classic and said he had no idea we-tourney favorite, "at least
to as high as 15 points in the
how he'd handle the pressure of I'm back in the tournament."
third period, not giving in to the
the fight for a $52,000 first
The 1972 Player of the Year
third quarter pressure as they
prise.
trailed a quartet at 141 that inREBOUND—Mark Femme set tee WI, but he gets no up
The mustachioed 23-year-old cluded veteran Gay Brewer, have in some games this year. there as he grabs this rebound after Chrisdoa
County has missed
After leading by only nine, 51Californian found his three-un- who shared the first round lead
a layup attempt.
der par 69 Friday left him with with Ferler. Brewer bogeyed
▪ two-stroke lead over challeng- four of five holes at one stretch
ing Lee 'Trevino going into to- and took a 74..,,
day's third round.
He was tied with Australian
Fezler had a two-round total Bruce Devlin,
rookie Tom Kite
of 136, eight under par on the and
Al Geiberger. Devlin had a
7,1Xe yard Inverrary Golf Club
69, Getberger 70 and Kite 71.
course, and was two in front of
Arnold Palmer, winner of the
Trevino.
Bob Hope Desert Classic in his
Trevino, the British Open
champ who didn't really threat- last previous start, had a 71
en in the seven-week western and was well back at 145. He
was tied with defending chamswing, had a 69 despite a
pion Tom Weiskopf, who had a
trussed 3 -foot putt on the final
74
hole.
—

43(

4:

•

Forrest Fezler Leading
In Jackie Gleason Golf

Miller Back For More
Baseball Negotiations
.4

kwasia
s
ALL ALONE—James Wells tallivs two more points as
he is all alone for this layup. Wells had 26
;points to his credit against( hristiant ounty last
night.

NEW YORK (AP) — A "reasonably optimistic" Marvin
Miller, fresh from briefing a
number of players in Los Angeles, was back in New York today for another round of negotiations aimed at reaching a
settlement of the dispute that
has prevented major league
baseball teams from opening
spring training camps.
"We have been meeting
daily," said Miller, executive

director of the Major League
4
Baseball Players Association.
"We will meet Saturday. Also
Sunday if necessary. Based on
the last few days we are reasonably optimistic.'•
Asked if a settlement could
ATI
be reached within 48 hodfs,
Miller replied, "I hope so."
Miller met Friday in Los Angeles with about 60 players. in4
1
.
A 116
cluding Frank Robinson of the
A ,
California Angels, Juan Mari• s7
aif
•
chal of the San Francisco Gia
&
Zifi
Don
Sutt9n, player
o
tir
ants and
a
represettative of thi Los Ange9.
les Dodgers.
players
are
solidly be"The
ter
hind the Players Association,"
Miller reported., "They are
more united than ever. The
purpose of the meeting was
carried out— to provide players
with an up-to-date report of Ileg°nations in New York."
Friday's meeting was the
1111.6111
first of seven scheduled around
1
.
the country during the next two
weeks if no settlement is
reached Spring training officially begins March 1—pitchers
eo•
and catchers usually report before that—and Miller has said
there will be a meeting of all
player representatives in New git•
•
•
York March 1 if the owners reGreg Howard pushes Christian t ounty's Gates out of the way
camps
the
open
by
that
to take this two-point
fuse to
bucket. Howard
led all scorers as he pumped In 34 points.
date.
•
•

High School Scores
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Friday Night Games
Newport 81 Covington Holy
McDowell 65 Letcher County Cross 69
80
Louisville Male 95 FranklinAllen Central 74 Wheelwright Simpson 67
71
Madisonville 74 Greenville 70
Augusta 99 Alexandria BrosButler County 81 Owensboro
sart 72.
Apollo 57
Campbell County 54 Dayton
Caldwell County 65 Dawson
79
Springs 63
Cloverport 63 Muhlenberg
Caverna- 92 Metcalfe County
Central 61
73
Covington Catholic 79 ErlaEdrnonsion County 92 Tomnger St. Henry 67
pkinsville 90
Ft. Thomas Highlands 82
Greensburtili Cumberland
Bellevue 68
County 67
Hatted 61 Mason County 60
Lyon County 65 Ballard MeGallatin County 69 Silver morial
64 (2 OT)
Grove 87
Park City 81 Adairville 66
Leslie County 70 Bourbon 63
Red Bird 81 Henderson SettleMadisonville 74 Greenville 70
ment 68

.;RV
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Look in the sect
your birthday come
what your outlook is
to the stars
ARIES
1Mar. 21 to Apr 20
You may have to
&concessions now, bu
be better than I
altogether. And whe
them, do be graciou
chip the Arien
carries on biS shout
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
A situation on yo
may be annoying,
understand the dil
fronting a family
faced in a mature
can help find a ail
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improve
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of past concepts
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done.
LIBRA
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how! stimulating it
the moment
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov.
A bit of friendly
mushroom into
move. Don't hesaa
chance when you
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 23 to Dec
A pleasant s
finally receive
your ideas are
carried out -tremendous
prestige.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan
Get all prom
Others will re
but firm. A
pointment cou
rebound in you
patience'
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb
Caution will # •
Be wary
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server A so-ca
be trying so
maneuvers. Wa
and you will e
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(Feb. 20 to Ma
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'lour Individual Horoscope

Your Individual Horoscope

FOR SUNDAY.FEBRUARY 25, 1973

FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26,1173

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr 20) °IAA
You may have to make some
*concessions now, but that would
be better than losing out
altogether. And when you make
them, do be gracious. Drop that
chip the Arien sometimes
carries on los shoulder.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to Mas: 211
A situation on your home base
•itlt may be annoying, but try to
understand the dilemma confronting a family member. If
faced in a mature manner, you
can help find a solution.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 211 11°9
A short iourney in the near
future could bring profit,
pleasure. Throw off secret
fears, doubts You are on the
right track. An "old flame" is
due to reappear
CANCER
r June 22 to July 23)
A new outlook will help you to
with
relations
improve
associates, co-workers. Insight
may come through your highly
more
intuitive faculties
flexibility through the erasure
of past concepts.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day in which to stresz your
self-confidence, show what you
can do. A unique idea, coupled
with plans for carrying it out,
will impress superiors
.
.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23.)
Your financial situation about
to improve A member of the
opposite sex will provide useful
and inspiration.
information
You will know what has to be
done
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Unless careful, you could
become inextricably involved in
a most undesirable situation
Don't play games with
another's emotions - no matter
hose stimulating it may seem at
the moment.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. at, rkelic
A bit of friendly advice could
mushroom into a profitable
move. Don't hesitate to grab the
chance when you get it.

bk,u7

4

Look in the section in which
initiative in business matters, to
birthday comes and find
your
express independence of
your outlook is, according
what
are
You
thought and action.
stars.
the
to
sometimes too hesitant for your
own good.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
an
are
TODAY
YOU BORN
Someone in your social circle
unusually gregarious individual
offer aid. Be receptive. The
will
and have the sort of magnetic
offered will be genuine, the
help
personality that others follow
IllUtIve sincere.
almost without question. Thus,
nt
that
TAURUS
it is extremely importa
Apr. 21 to May 21) dCur.
you determine early in life just
You may have to make some
where you shall lead. In fact,
this is a responsibility which quick ayes. Answer is to have
you cannot duck - if you would alternate methods at hand.
avoid disaster in your own life Some of your philosophical
and in the lives of others. concepts are now subject to
Properly developed and master ) sudden change.
of yourself, however, you can be
I
especially in GEMIN
a shining light
72
to June 21)
May
(
the worlds of music, literature,
You can put distinguished
politics and the stage. Since you
finishing touches on an unare possessed of strong
rxirtant project now. And those
you
es,
impuls
humanitarian
who were previously 'on the
would also do well in social
service. There is a strong
mystic streak in your nature,
too, and you may be unusually
interested in the occult. Birthdate of: Wm. F. Cody "Buffalo
Hill"),. early Amer. scout,
soldier; Tony Randall and
Jackie Gleason, entertainers.
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fence" will come over to your
side.
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Ampicillin First
Drug Considered

FRANKFORT,—On Feb. 15,
the Kentucky Drug Formulary
Council decided to take
petitions ea_ the antibiotic
"ampicillin" as the first drug to
be considered for inclusion on
the formulary list of generic
drugs
Any supplier of ampicillin
who wishes hi., product included
on the generic drug list should
request a petition form from
the Office of Narcotic and Drug
Control, Kentucky Department
of Health 275. East Main Street
Frankfort, Ky., 40601. .This
request should reach the
Department of Health no later
than March 5, 1973.
The Drug Formulary Council
by the 1972
was created
SAGITTARIUS
and given
ly
Assemb
General
21)
Dec.
23
to
Nov.
A pleasant surprise due. You the responsibility of developing
finally receive assurance that a list of "therapeutically
your ideas are sound and will be equivalent" drug preparations
carried out - bringing a be generic names and by brand
tremendous increase in your names. Arnpicillln was selcted
prestige.
as the first drug to be conCAPRICORN
sidered since it is a widely
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ICI66 prescribed antibiotic. Its
Get all promises in writing
availability under a generic
Others will respect you, if fair name can provide substantial
but firm. A slight disap- savings to consumers. All forms
pointment could eventually of ampicillln will be considered
rebound in your favor, so
at one time.
patience!
AQUARIUS
Car travel tip
i Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
-it Ph
I)ETROIT
Caution will be your ally now.
Be wary -- and a shrewd ob- Motorists should keep gasoline,
full as possible
server. A so-called friend may tanks as close to during cold
particularly
be trying some unsavory
weather driving, auto experts
maneuvers. Watch and wait —
advise. A full tank minimizes
us.
victorio
and you will emerge
moisture condensation in the
PISCES
ga.oline which can /111••• an
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
engine to taller ot muturs•
A good time to take

.1242

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
As with Cancer, you, too,
should find cooperation in

The National Council of
Teachers of English has announced the appointment of
Kenneth Paul Tucker, Murray
State University, as state
coordinator for Kentucky in the
program,
14c-re
1973
in
Awards
Achievement
nationally
Writing. This
cotfcetition, now In
recognixa—
its sixteenth year, cites high
school semprs for excellence in
writing and reconunends them
to colleges and universities for
admission and for financial
assistance, if needed Over 7,
students were candidates for
Achievement Awards in 1972.
The NCTE also honors ten•hers
and schools that have ,,a:
Ucipated in the training of these
young men and women
Dr. Tucker in coordinating
and administering the program
for the state, will be making a
significant contribution to the
English
improvement of
education in American highqi
schools, actording to Vie
director of the Achievement
Awards Program..
Students are nominated for
Achievement Awards in Writing
by their high school English
departments and chosen by
state judging committees on the
basis of an autobiography, an
impromptu theme, and a
sample of their best writing.
The National Council of
Teachers of English is a
professional organization of
Individual and institutional
members at all levels of instruction. Its goal is to increase
the effectiveness of the teaching
of English language and its
literature in the nation's schools
and colleges. NCTE furnishes
such teaching aids as books and
recordings, and publishes
several professional journals,
among them College English
and English Journal.

* SPECIAL FOR MARCH *

VIRGO
SAGITTARIUS
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Benign aspects now favor all (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
There may be some conflict
commatters,
written
ty.
munications generally. A good between desire and necessi
rian
Sagitta
the
as
c,
realisti
Be
future.
the
g
for
day for plannin
will
Don't hope to gain by taking usually is, and the answer
conic. Romance and travel
short cuts, however.
favored.

2BRA24 to Oct. 231• — 44
€10---1(Sept.

CANCER
( June 'a to July 23)
Your personality should attract those who can aid you in
fulfilling 'ambitions. You will
find that many are interested,
concerned. Just be sure to
express yourself in an articulate manner.

Tucker Is
Named NCTE
Coordinator

insome
involve
may
convenience, but you will be
amply repaid. The p.m. brings
some surprising news.

IP%

Frances Drake

Frances Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

fulfilling needs. Personal
relationships under excellent
influences. Travel also favored.

Change, variety and travel
are featured in your chart. You
may have to make some adjustments in your life, but the
challenge should prove interesting.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 221
An unusual request deserves
your consideration. Fulfilling it

new friends, perhaps make
contacts invaluable, businesswise.
PISCES
.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Join forces with an individual
who has dynamic, original
ideas. An Arien or Leoite could
fill the bill. You often have great
ideas but need a bit of a push to
put them over.

YOU BORN TODAY, like
most Pisi..eans, have a strong
CAPRICORN
4 affinity for the artiAtic but you
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14/61
also have a very practical
you
,
a
Sunday
Even though
your
may be able to complete a streak which, coupled with
you
transaction which enhances remarkable intuition, gives
e
security. A friend versed in the the ability to put your creativ
abilities to the best use. Music
law could be of great help.
and literature are the best
AQUARIUS
outlets for your talents but,
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
one of
The accent now is on social even if you do not adopt
you may
activity. Welcome the op- these as a life work,
in
portunity to meet people, make develop into a connoisseur

either field. Paradoxically, with
such artistic leanings, you are
also a whiz with figures, and
could become an outstanding
financier. But here, you MUST
be realistic. The Piscean is
often superstitious and may act
on hunches or, "omens" —
which could pr4ve disastrous.
Other fields in hich you could
and
shipbuilding
excel:
shipowning, statesmanship, the
theater, painting and sculpture.
Birthdate of. Enrico Caruso,
renowned tenor; Pierre Renoir,
_French painter.
• • •
OPE
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSC
len For • personal la° IWO
loy• and
week7h.
naelln,
on
torec•at
NI
rnerr.aje sena 51 00 p(us 75 centS
aendleng 00
can tor poolape oral
773,
Rea
nt•
nor osc Op* Boo• DePernne
Yore, N V
010 Chelsea Sleben. Neer
nowseopor
rnent.onina Mrs
I0011
S *On
ADDRES
NAME
Pr.", YOU,
Ito 55 Wag
ZIP Ind DA Ti OF BIRTH
*Of your
pou or, the r19111 10/0-C•St
5190)

con

Callie See.
COMO save
AT BIG K'S
10111111N

Sale Merchandise In
Center Aisle

8 27
* Prices Good Sun., Mon., 8 Tues., Feb. 25, 26

Many More

CHILDRENS

Reduced

50

Items, Too
Numerous
to Mention

LARGE SELECTION

BOYS
,
k Many Sizes
Several Calm
•

PANTS
Think ahead, get several pairs while the
selection is good'

MENS

DRASTICALLY

INSULATED
UNDERWEAR

REDUCED!!

Sleepwear
Reduced.

TopsfrSlurts
.
,
Slacks
Dresses
Blouses
Sizeusits
•A layS
vPll

Mons

Suits
Ladies

$119
Each

Full Racks

In Center Aisle
LADIES

Slack Suits

SLACKS

Special Lasts thru March 31
* FREE Pickup and Delivery
fing
* FREE Storage and Moth-Proo

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

6

Phone 753-3852

LOOK!!
I
1
1
Timed P.A.

2 LARGE TABLES & RACKS

SPECIALS
To Be Announced

Don't Miss These
GREAT SAVINGS!

Reductions up to

Every Hour!

MON.
ONLY

SUN. &

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

RANK AN IRICARD

* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777
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With A Classified Ad
FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or tau
bedrooms. Z.inunerman Apartment,South 16th Street, 753February 27NC

FOR SAI

NOTICE

FOR SALE

1961 CHEVROLET Belair,
automatic, four door. TWO row
corn drill with fertilizer attachments Tractor mower for
Ford tractor. Radio for Chevrolet
truck Phone 489-2143.
F26C

THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic FISHING RIG, aluminum craft
paths too, removed with Blue and 25 H.P. Evinrude, trolling
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K. motor, and accessories. Phone
Belaire Shopping Center. F24C 753-5114.
F24C

AUTOS FOR SALE

Stop paying for the over
And over
eaters bill,
tempting your will, Pay onl
for your bill, Use our
cafeteria deal, Gourmet
food at Piggy Bank Prices.

AUTOS FOR SALE

Call
7531916

AURA' FOR SALE

The Payments Arent Very Big, Either!

VA LOANS,no down payment for
TWIN BEDS, springs and
new. qualified veteran 12 years to
Like
RIVER QUEEN House Boat. mattresses.
pay. Drive on out almost to
Just a 199.00 cash down payMent and $71.00 a month for 36 months. If you're
FOUR ROOM unfurnished up- Sleeps 6. Has Ford Inteceptor Reasonably priced. Phone days Calrks River Bridge on Beltline.
not
too good at math, that works out to a deferred payment price of $2550.51
stairs apartment with bath. Gas Marine engine and 5 KW 435-5055 or after 5:00 p.m. 753- Bank financing on spot. Bill's
which includes a finance charge at an ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE of 11.08
F24P
6428.
heat, private entrance. Four Generator. Has electric heat and
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
per cent ) Along the way, you get a little financial help from the car
753-4953
air conditioning, water heater
miles from city. Phone 753Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
It uses about Spirits of oil instead of 5 quarts.
F27C and refrigerator.- His radio and TWO YEAR old registered Ap- 443-6150.
4919.
It doesn't need antifreeze because the engine's air-cooled
F24C
Sonar depth finder. May be seen paloosa Stallion Green broke.
And although it does need gas,It doesn't need much of it usually a gallon every
Very
gentle,
with
good
FURNISHED THREE room at Billington-Forsee Tractor Co.
25
miles or so).
THINKIN
G OF first line quality
F24C disposition. Will make excellent
apartment. Couples only. Phone Inc. 753-2532.
Of course, you might be the kind that likes to pay cash for everything
carpet? Then check our prices.
western
pleasure
and
halter
753-6524 after 4:00p.m.
F24C SAFETY SHOES; all occassion
In that case, the cash price is $2243.50.
stallion Phone 753-7991 after 4:00 Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
Volkswagen Sedan Ill-Ky license
shoes. Your authorized Mason p.m.
50"--400'
roll
reel
to
ree
Street.
March GC
TFNC
and Sales tax not included
FURNISHED APARTMENT for Shoe thaler. Phone 436-5894 F26C
Credit
tape for recording.
terms listed apply to qualified buyers
married couples. No pets. Phone
BUSINESS OPVORTUNITY
only
Good
Quality
753-5013 or see 221 S. 15th. F24C 1962 BUICK Special 6 cylinder, AKC REGISTERED German.
Manufactured by Primus
$100.00. Eight drawer filing Shepherd puppies. three males
cabinet for 3":5" or 4"x6" cards, and one female Phone 753STOPII
'1.00 a roll
ONE BEDROOM furnished
0957.
F27C
apartment and two bedroom $15.00. Phone 753-5750, 902
While they last
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8550
Main.
F24C
Opportunity Knocks
unfurnished apartment. Phone
FORD TRUCK 1968 F-600 1411'
753-7865.
F219C CAPRICE ORGAN For more Midwest bed $2500. Near HarWeekdays to 5:Q0 - Saturday 7:30-1:00
Save $10 000-915,000information phone 753-6550.TFNC pile's Store on Highway 94.
SHOP, IDEAL for clean up shop,
120,000 or more a year,
Phone 382-2447
F27P
Central Shopping Center
top shop or mechanical work.
1970 TORINO GT two door
your very first year. We
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
Nut it ir
Plisse 793-511118
NOTICE
hardtop,
Phone 753-4763
power steering, power
F24C treated fence
will
send
you
to
school for
posts. Murray 1970 SILVER EAGLE Travel
brakes, vinyl roof. Good contwo weeks all expenses
Lumber Company, 104 Maple Trailer. 24'18' wide, tandem
dition. Need to sell. $1400.00.
paid, train you in the field,
FURNISHED two bedroom Street
F24C wheels, sleeps eight, full bath,,
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
Phone 753.0310.
F28C
selling and servicing
apartment, wall to wall carlarge refrigerator, 16 gallon
variety of pistols. Buy now while
established business acpeting, central heat and air. TRAILER, 8'134'. tscellent water tank, 36 gallon holding
you can still get them at
1970 CHEVROLET, 4, ton pickup
counts. Must be over 21
Excellent location. Children O.K. condition. Must be seen to be tank,3 closets, 2 tables to serve 10
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Owner and Operator of
truck, 21600.00. 1970 Capri
years of age, have car,
No pets. Available March 1. Rent appreciated. Ideal for lake lot. people, 2-30 pound gas tanks
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
Chevrolet, power steering,
bondable, ambitious and
9145.00. Phone 753-4331.
March Phone 354-8628
M2C
F24C Phone 753-0722.
from Hopkinsville. Junction 117
brakes and windows,stereo tape,
sports
minded.
and 164 Open Sundays until 4:00
radio, tilt steering wheel, air Hospitaliz
ation
RAY HARM print, Pileated
and penp.m.
er. Phone 753.
TWO BEDROOM furnished CLOSE OUT sale Japenese vo,
F24C
conditioning, $2250.00. Phone 489520
So.
4th
Street
Murray,
sion program. Equal opKy.
Cheap. Murray
apartment
2181.
-North 17th
F24C
WIWI* company. Call
F24
F24P
Street. Phone 753-22I1.
F26C Mayfield Road
with 17 years experience
coiled for appointment- -15" MAG wheal for a Ford
pickup Phone 753-5596 or 7531989 FORD Ranger pickup with
Jerry Thornton, Holiday
FURNISHED 2 bedroom house 14' ALUMINUM Craft boat, COLOR TV., 19" portable,
In all upholstery
8992.
air conditioner Phone 753-5596 or
F24C
Inn,
Paducah,
Ky.
443.7521.
With garage, one block fronr$32540-141400lkii traller.$121.01 limited quantity. While they
last,
753-1992
Monday,
F24C
Tuesday or -RIG SALE on at the _Craft House
University, $125 per month. 20 H.P. Johnson motor, $325.08. $299 95. Roby Sales, Benton,
v. BOATS
FinUvite
RNs lTo
y UuRE -•0-AUIOS
Wednesday between 9 a.m.
Monday
mac Xhone 7=641Of 753-6202, F26C Kentucky.
Saturday.
thru
Phone 7534133
March 2C
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetls,TiT
and 6 p.m.
Everjrthing_rnarked down. M2C
shift. Like new. AM
12'x60 TRAILER on Ky. Lake in 72 A C Combine, in good condition
guaranteed miles. One minorTo Come By or Call ...
Blood River area. Call 436and 9 years old gaited saddle
local car. See at 11102 Monroe
641 NORTH Pet Shop Puppies
2427
F27C mare.
?MC
Ave., or phone 753-8507 day or
Eskimo
spitz,
chihuahua
s, toy MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 2
- night.
F26C
poodles, beagles, fish and sup- Fender basement amplifiers, 1
plies Phone 753-1862 or 753For Whatever Your Needs Might Be
custom 100 amplifiers, with 8 14' FIRERGLASS Crosby Sled, 25
V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep 9457
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
March 17C speakers, 2 microphones and h.p. Johnson bucaneer and
FOR SALE
and wide. Fenton &
stands, I electric piano-organ, I holesclaw trailer-all for $750.
hite interior. Low mileage. Also
Hodge.
March2C ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, console piano Telephone after Also Akal GX-220 reel to reel
1968 Buick Wildcat, blue with
GEM CAMPF.R fits 1968 through
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the 5:00 p m 753-6922
PRITCHETT,
black vinyl top. Phone 753-6006 or
for
M2P recorder, new, $10000 off. Call JOE
1972 EICammo. $150 00. Phone AM-FM
It You
STEREO receiver with Benton Highway Travel trailers,
magistrate
District
for
1.
753-9835
March
evenings
F27C
762,4441.
after 5:00 p.ra.
---M1C
213-7446 after 4 00 p.m
F24C track tape player, one pair of pickup camper,
12NC
toppers. We also PIANO TUNING and Repair.
two way air suspension speakers. rent campers by the week or Jerry Cain, 753-8712
AKC
Registered
Toy
Poodles
Registered
1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
Excellent condition_ Less than weekend. C"all 247-8187 or 4110- craftsman Piano Technicia puppies. Also two beautiful PeakPlease Phone
FOR SALE
n
steering and brakes, air11'05' SPARTAN all aluminum one year old. Phone 767-3323 after 2303.
F24C Guild.
TFC a-poo puppies All are 6 weeks,
conditioned, vinyl lop. Can be
Your
mobile home. Excellent con- IP 00p.m.
TIPTIC • old Selling cheap at 145 each. OUR STOCK reducing sale still in
seen by calling 787411112 after 5:00
&ton By appointment only.
6+11753-44
69.
M2C progress at The Shoe Mart. All
TUNING -Repair p.m.
DRAPERIES: one pair 96"134", PIANO
TFNC
shoes in store greatly reduced.
rebuilding. Prompt expert sernatural
color.
Two
pair piak
TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
1965
FALCON,
one owner,
Many sandals and spring shoes to
rayon,'48"x$4". Two pair gold vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
way
from
carpets
and
straight shift. Good condition.
pianos for sale Ben W Dyer,
choose from. 101 South 13th
If
King's Oen
rayon
No
and
Results:
1964 FORD tractor and front upholstery.
acetate
with
white
Rent
electric
$300.00. Phone 762-7647.
Street.
Men's Clothing
F27C
F24C
mounted cultivator. Phone 753- shampooer $I K wik -Pik Market, cotton lining. 48"x114" Phone 753- Murray, Kentucky Phone 753APPRECIATION SALE
Phone
8911
5492.
11117.
1972 BUICK Skylark. All power
F27C
F36C Five Points.
F24C
Soufhside Shopping
and Air. Light green body with
Center
THREE
BEDROO
double.
M
AAAAA
A.. IS
)
•••
an. /oh
dark green vinyl roof, extra
• d/..6 OS A a" A
Ao..• ••••
e•
wide, only 16595.00. Bill's Mobile
Before 5:00 p.m.,
sharp.
Phone 753-8614.
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
TFNC
Then
Paducah, Ky. Phone 4431947
FORD pickup truck, original
6150
F24C
After 5:30 p.m. and
equipment, runs good. Phone 7623746 days or can be seen after
Until 6:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. at 1615 Hamilton
602 S 12th Street
Ave.
M1NC

Triangle Inn

MAN ,

FRIEN05!
\/
[nr:i
•

SPECIAL

TV Service
Center

Guy Harpor

Murray Upholstery Co.

1

753-0405

,. .i.

Miss Your Paper

NEWS I
TALKS Ti
REAL ESTA
VERY MODE
bedroom ho
inside. Nice ne
nice new patio
paneling, ne
ceilings, new
carpet, new el
heating fix
pipes and fix
Front drive. 16
921111.
WITHIN YOU
bedroom house
conditioned,
and new stove
land. This has
on Ky. 732
Murray. Tight
buy this for
John(' Neu
S. 4th Str
Robert Rodge
7116, office 7
FARM LAN
Calloway Coun
124 acres for qu
Hanson car
County Men
a

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

Craft House
Is Having A

Mid-Winter
Sale!

THE PHANTOM

r YARNS
r NEEDLEPOINT

NIS PARTNER T5 Na
,N MAE Ibiteie.

BEATLE BAILEY
NANK
4445

BLONDIE

(51Gr-1?
vS,r54, aita5 Elt.049"v.ASN'''' ON vAcAnos.
5ERvE5 1lY
COPFEEnt.157
WA,I ii‘E IT

CARPET SALE; While it lasts
"Buy good carpet cheap- Heavy
r CREWEL
shags, many colors to choose
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back
r DECOUPAGE
commercial type tweeds. 12 and
15 ft. widths, only $2.99 sq. yd.
SUPPLIES
Many colors to choose from 12
and 15 ft. widths, heavy plush
USED PASTURE Dream-5 foot- carpet only $3.95 square yard. 12
Pull type rotary cutter. Good and 15 ft. widths, heavy pattern
----••ernvelitioce. 4260.00.- iiillingloo- carpet,, HiLo $3.95 sq. yd New
0-inter1 Carpet: rubbet baa. onry.
Forsee Tractor Co. Inc. 7532532.
F24C $3.95 square yard. Vinyl cushion
floor, $2.25 square yard, and
TWIN BEDS,indoor-outdoor rug,, mob e floor 11.99 sq.
0,,EARR.16 A 1V,7i.1-r
Sup re me
$2.79 sq .
SWEATER AND A
'Thousands and thousands of
MN) eiclIZT
yards in stock Come see and
save. No waiting, we have what
we advertise in stock. Paschall
TWO ONLY New Genuine Ford 5 Discount House, Hazel,
Kenfoot Model 908 Rotary cutters, tucky. Phone 492-9733. Open
only $400.00. Billington-Forsee days a week,
8-5.
F234i'
FE
Tractor Co. Inc. 753.2532.
F24C

The Yellow
Submarine, In
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

753-7278

MISSING ONE green hiking boot 1964 DODGE pickup truck. Good
from back porch of 1309 Poplar., mechanically. Can be seen at
Suspect four legged robber. If Kelly's Pest Control, 100 South
found phone 753-7250.
F24P 13th Street. Phone 753-3914. F26P

CALL
About Our

1969 DODGE Charger RT with
vinyl top, power brakes and
steering and factory tape. Excellent condition. Phone 4892151
F24P

Aluminum Sheets

The Ledger & Times
ita ittr ttte't'Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JULIE
LOVE
Mom,Dad,Sharon & Dot id

AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE Hazel Auction
House, Hazel, Ky., Saturday,
February 24, 1:00 p.m. This is a
partial listing; bedroom suite.
tables, chairs, pictures, picture
frames, nail kegs, electric sewing
machines, window fan, electric
ice cream freezer, pink and green
depression glass, lots a( other
good glass. Many other Tng not
listed. Come on up Saturday and
get in on the fun and bargains.
For all your auction needs contact Wilson & Thompson Auction
fiervice Wayne Wilson Auctioneer Charles Thompson,
Apprentice Auctioneer
F24C

The Yellow
Submarine, Inc
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

This
to bu
Murra
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REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

OR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE

Cl

FOR SALE

•

F.

A

Imp

Four bedrooms,living room with dining area,
room, kitchen, two baths, garage,
family
•
# central beat and air.

Three bedrooms, two baths, central heat and
air, redwood patio, walking distance of
Robertson Elementary.

Four bedrooms, carpeted, storm doors and
windows, fenced yard, city schools.

two baths, 450 feet

0
6
(
2
244
fa nag ty
Po 0111 —Mt melts moo*
0 19/1 ao, u...4FF,,s Und144.1*. lam

oor
wer

1.00.
28C

kup
pri
:ng,

air RS'24C

with
6 or
14C

red.
,,000
rner
WO!

'or

IOC

with
Also
with
)5 or
M IC

Drier

air be
5:00
FNC

REAL MATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

VERY MODERN two or three
bedroom house, entirely new
inside. Nice new oversize garage,
nice new patio, new floors, new
paneling, new Walls, new
ceilings, new linoleum, new
carpet, new electnc wiring and
heating fixtures, new plumbing,
pipes and fixtures. Many closets.
Front drive 1613 West Main. 753F26P
92M.

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block from
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. . Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
1
electric
and
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
chaff Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.

• SALES PERSONNELAResidence Phones)

La

SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
NICE 2 bedroom home newly
decorated, completely carpteds
an
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, POODLE
CLIPPING
with new shag, central heat, nice
also bank gravel, fill dirt and grooming. Experienced. Phon0
bath, washer & dryer hookup,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 733-4031.
March IIINC
nice lot with shade, near shopor 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
ping center, school and hospital.
Ages 18 and Over
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Only 810,000
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
We have openings for 3 who are single, neat and free to
phone 753-3914, 100 South
Control,
Good 4 room home with bath on
travel. 18 to 20 states a year. (hi the job training.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
13th Street "Every day you
Ps acres at Browns Grove Nice
furnished.
on
transportati
car
641
New
Expenses paid.
South of Murray on Hwy.
delay lets bugs have their
level lot with 3 gond outbuildings,
Above average earnings with paid vacations.
Jerry McCoy, owner 502 492TFC
way "
stove and refrigerator included.
Apply In Person to:
TFC
8837.
$6,000.
9,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis Room
Good 4 roonuhorne on —2 acre
0
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
CARD OF THANKS
Terrace Woods Lodge, Paris, Tenn.
Luxury and country living a lot in Coldwater for only $4,250.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Onl
em.
6
to
0 between Mayfield and
•.m.
3
,
Tuesda
acre
Good 5 room home on one
We wish to express our sincere
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Murray. 4 bedroom, den 5 near Stella, good well and pump
thanks and appreciation for the
TFC
nights.
753-7625
with fireplace, large dining 5 $4.850
HELPER
many acts of kindness and
AVON HELPS make dreams CARPENTER'S
F24C
room. study, 2 ceramic
Nice 2 acre building lot on come true! Need extra cash for a wanted.Phone 753-7955.
sympathy extended to us during
baths. Fully carpeted, E Highway 94, near lake for only dishwasher? An Easter outfit'
the illness and death of our loved
built-in appliances. Central E $1,600.
one, Mrs. Ella Garland
Color TV? Find out how easy it is LUZIER (subsidiary of Bristolair, double
A beat and
F
Galloway Insurance & Real to make money in your spare Myers) needs women to
Our Sincere gratitude to Dr
A garage. Beautiful Ps acre p Estate, Murray, Ky. Phone 753- time, as an Avon Represen- demonstrate personalized skin
P
Donald Hughes and the nurses on
F24C tative. Call. 443-3366, Collect.
E wooded lot. Pined road. 3 0 5842.
care. Hours optional. We train.
the 2nd floor of the MurrayPhope 1-247-6727 evenings. F221P
P Year old...1;32,500
Calloway County Hospital: for
12C
March
PROPERTY
their kind services
NT
INVESTME
P
Complete Home
40 acres near Farmington a Two bedroom furnished house,
WANTED BABY-SITTER in
Our special thanks for the
new 12'x60' mobile borne,
my home from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m
Remodeling
beautiful flowers, cards and
with living room, kitchen, utility
baths, central heat and
week days. Phone 753-9263. F24C
visits to the hospital, also for the
room and bath, paneled walls
IFEE STIMATE
air. Land all cleared with r electric heat, storm windows and
prayers and for the help of those
lots of frontage, good 1 storm doors, newly painted.
who came when she would fall
WANTED MAN for delivery and
tobacco barn...825,000.
753-0961
Our heartfelt appreciation is
Large lot 9342'1140'. Now renting
all kinds of work. Full time.
, —
te the Sugar Creek.
CA
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
Apply in person to Wiggins'
or in- Choir for the beautiful songs the
C.W. Shelton
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
Furniture. Should furnish PAINTING EXTERIOR
Real Estate & Auction Co. 0 4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitraw tenor. New or old houses. For painist, and to the ones who
references.
730 Paris Road
electric
free estimate phone 437chairs,
served as pallbearers.
chen table, with
730 Paris Road
March 7C
4534.
Also to Rev Otis Jones and
stove, electric refrigerator.
Rev Glen Cope for their words of
Shown by appointment only. NEED SIX ladies to work part or
Phone 247-1385
HELP WANTED
comfort and to the Max Churchill
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753-7278. full time. Must have phone and
•
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
(LIKIMILILIMILInsWILML4
• TFNC car. For information write
Funeral Home for their efficient
L
CURB PERSONNE
tank installation Phone 753Elizabeth McChesney, P.O. Box,
services.
TFC
THREE BEDROOM brick with
7850.
WANTED TO RENT
325, Kuttawa, Kentucky,
To each who has a part in any
Apply In Person at
kitchen-den combination, carF26P
42055.
we offer our sincere apway
additions:
con./
ALL your
port, electric heat, air
Jerry's Restaurant FOR
residential or preciation.
,
remodeling
ditioned, dishwasher, T.V. an- WANT TO RENT; three bedroom
SALESMAN WANTED full time.
May God bless eaCh of you is
S. 12th Street
commercial. New or old. Free
tenna. Has good well, and house, furnished or unfurnished
Murray Home
to
person
in
prayer
Apply
our
TFC
blacktopped driveway. Located beginning August 1. for 11
estimates. Call 753-6123.
,Chestunut,
Auto Store.
The Family of Mrs. Ella
BUY
TO
near Stella on Kirksey Road. months. Missionary on furlough. &
WANT
F26C
1TP
Garland.
F26C Phone 753-5750 or write Memorial Street.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
Phone 489-2463.
and
tractor
used
TO
WANT
BUY;
manufactured and installed by
Baptist Church, 906 Main,
FOR SALE OR RENT
tools, in good condition. Atkins Gutter Installation,
F26C
FIFTY-TWO ACRES of good Murray.
0
Reasonable price Phone 753- Murray. phone 753-8407 or 753land, good crop allotment, nice
F26P 8992.
8049, after 4:011p.m.
March 6C THREE BEDROOM brick on two
building site, on Highway M. WANTED FARM land to rent or
acre lot, 2 miles south. Stove and
M2C
East. Call 753-4091.
lease. Top dollar paid. Phone 753refrigerator furnished. Phone
fit
-To
DRAFTING
PATTERN
March 7C
8090.
F26C
0 WANT TO BUY; good low any person. Call 753-7513 after 492-8385.
for the
BY OWNER: Four bedroom
•
mileage Chevrolet truck, V8
Two
lot.
deep
on
brick house
M2C
engine, 1969-1971 model. Phone 5:00p.m.
baths, living room, dining room,
F26C
753-5493.
large paneled den with fireplace,
FOR THE best in pest control
WILL DO any kind of carpenter
kitchen, with lots of cabinets, full
and termite control call
service
large or small jobs Phone
work,
basement. Located at 512 Broad.
Superior Exterminating ComMarch 6C
Phone
j
753-7116
753-7955
Cash price 321,000.00. 753March 27C
pany,
753-7266.
F24C
3953
0
Graves-Calloway
County Use Property a
Ranchette near Farmington. Brand new 8
bedroom brick with 5 acres
of land. Large living room
and den, Ps baths, shag E
E carpet. Lots of beautiful P,
wall paper. Central beat p
P, and air. Complete built-in 0
kitchen...824,000.

O

•

11NC

HURRY!!

E

This May Be Your Last Chance! 0
•
to buy a 3 bedroom brick house in
a
Murray for under ...
5

F'24P

$ 17,000°°
* LIBERAL FINANCING *
5 Locations To Choose From

day,
13 El

l

All 5 of these houses are 3 bedroom brick, have wall to
wall carpet, ceramic tile baths, concrete driveways,
storm doors & windows, fully insulated, garbage disposal,
and hood.
large lots, range
..

See These Houses During

OPEN HOUSE
at the
Corner of Melrose & Belmont

— OPEN —
Saturday & Sunday
February 24th & 25th
From 1:00 to 5:00

753-3616

Boys and Girls - TRAVEL
Men and Women - TRAVEL

2
5
s
E

O
5
5

after

=VW

REDUCED--10 acres will sell with or without
mobile home, priced under 86,000 without
mobile home.

Loretta Jobs - 753-6079 Ware Wilson - 753-5086

•

ginal

A uc ,son,

Sunken livirag room, two baths, central heat
and air, three bedrooms

te
ta
Es
ai
n
Re
$a
•_ MEMBER MULTIPLE LISTINGS

nwer
with
xtra
!NC

uite.
lure
wing
ctric
reen
other
not
and
sins.
con-

Six acres bordering city—four bedrooms, two
baths, full t)asement, acreage conducive to
commercial or residential lots

202 South 4th Street W•
II
* (across from Post Office)

rvc

with
and
Ex-

Four bedrooms, study, family room with
fireplace, 2's baths, double garage, central
heat and air, bordering city limits.'

Walk to RobertsonElementary —Three
bedrooms, two baths, family room with
fireplace, central heat and

REDUCED—Five
DRASTICALLY
bedrooms, three baths, two kitchens, two
fireplaces:near Kentucky /like.

WITHIN YOUR reach is this two
bedroom house, electric heat, air
conditioned, new refrigerator
and new stove plus two acres of
_ land. This has good road frontage
ea Ky. 732 only 10 miles from
Murray. Tight budget? You can
buy this for only $10,750.00
John C. Neubauer, Real Estate.
208 S. 4th Street, Murray, Ky
Robert Rodgers, salesman, 753- LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
7116, office 753-0101.
F24C acres in Dukedom, 42 mile highway frontage, new 4" well. Write
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
in
acres
70
FARM LAND
38226. February 27C
Calloway County near Brewers. Tennessee
124 acres for quick sale. Write Dr.
Hartson care of Champaign LAKE FRONT lot on Kentucky *
County Mental Health Center, lake. Beautiful view $345%;
F2 '
F27P Phone 753-4136.
Champaign,Illinois.

ner,
lion.

72ood
ri at
loath
PRP

Eleven rooms, three baths, full basement,
central heat, bordering city limits.
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THE LEDGER & TIMM.— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Kentucky Roundup
By THE ASSOCIATED PRFSS
Panel
FRANKFORT.
Ky.( AP)—
Work has begun for a new panel designed to break deadlocks
in mediation of customer complaints to Kentucky's consumer
protection division.
Atty. Gen Ed Hancock explained Friday that when a
deadlock occurs, both parties
may agree to let a state consumers arbitration panel conduct voluntary arbitration.
Both sides agree in advance
to abide by the decision of the
panel. which consists of one
businessman, one member of
the general public and one
member of the consumers advisory council.
Analyst
FRANKFORT.Ks AP The
Kentucky Insurance Department has hired its first female
insurance analyst: Mrs Harold
Canon.
Mrs. Canon has served in the
department's property and casualty division for the past five
years
Before that she lived in Bowling Green, where she attended
Western Kentucky University
Copper
LF.ITCHFIELD, Ky.( AP I—
nv° Horse Cave men are being

held in the attempted sale 'of
526 pounds of solid copper to a
Leitchfield scrap metal dealer.
Roger Williams, 36, and Chia
ford Bunch, 22, were arrested
Friday, police said, after Tony
Fentress became suspicious of
the offer to sell him the copper,
which was in the form of solid
eight-inch bars.
A representative of Kan-Dec
Inc. in Horse Cave identified
the copper as similar to some
stolen from the company, police said, and the two have
been charged with receiving
stolen property and returned to
Horse Cave to face charges in
the alleged theft.
The two were asking more
than $'23e for the copper, police
said.
Increase
FRANKFORT, Ks 'AP ) A
$304.096-per-year rate increase
requested by the Jackson Purchase Rural Electric Cooperative Corp. based at Paducah
has been approved by the state
Public Service Commission.
No protests to the increase
were made at a hearing Jan 29
in Frankfort, and the comnussion announced its approval
Friday
As commission staff member
said the increase averages
about 10 per cent for members
of the cooperative

People In The News
SA". FRANCISCO 1AP
Joseph Kennedy III, eldest son
of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, says that despite criticism he plans to keep his job
worting'nth this city's poor
Kennedy, 20, started work a
week ago as a temporary coordinator of social and health
prograiris—W-the Mission District
One city supervisor quesnoned his qualifications for the
job that pays r748 a month, and
publicity' about the job led to a
number of crank telephone
calls, according to City Health
Coordinator Dr Francis Curry,
who hired Kennedy
Qurry and Mayor Joseph
Ahoto vowed their supple of
Kennedy at a news conference
Fnday during which the youth
announced he would keep the
lob
"The general feeling that because you are rich you can't
help the poor is not true in the
case of me or my family heel
we've been given certain things
we can use to help others,"
Kennedy said

MIAMI BEACH, Fla API —
Republican National Chairman
George Bush just came to town
to speak at a groundbreaking
ceremony, but it ended up costing him $10,000.
'I'm proud to leave a little
bit
quite a little bit --- in the
local economy," Bush said
after Miami Beach Mayor
Chuck Hall took him to the
Miami Boat Show Friday. Bush

shelled out $20,000 tor a -eagaret speedboat that was on display
The boat show had just
opened in the Miami Beach
Convention Hall. where Bush
was attending the groundbreaking for a $10 6 million addition to the facilits
HAMILTON, Bermuda AP)
Prince Charles has arrived
at Bermuda aboard the British
warship Minerva
At the request of Buckingham
Palace in London, no special
welcoming ceremonies took
place when the future king's
ship docked Friday, six hours
behind schedule because of
stormy weather enroute. British officials said Charles is
here as a naval officer and as
the Prince of Wales
The Minerva will sail Monday
to continue her training voyage
to the West Indies.

%iascow AP ) -

Dr Phillip
Potter. secretary-general of the
World Council of Churches, has
ended a week's visit to the Soviet Union.
Potter, a Methodist from the
West Indies, concluded his visit
Friday, the official Soviet news
agency Tess reported
Tass said Potter met with
Vladimir Kuroyedov, the chairman of the Council for Religious Affairs, and was guest of
honor at a Moscow reception
attended by representatives of
the All-Union Council of Evangelist Christian Baptists.

World News Briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TEL AVIV (AP) — Defense
Minister Moshe Dayan says the
flight recorder of the Libyan
jetliner shot down by Israeli interceptors indicates everyone
involved was at fault. The jetliner was shot down Wednesday
near the Suez canal. A few of
those on board survived-106
died
Meanwhile, there are reports
that the Libyan government
has its own fighters in the air
with orders to shoot down any
El Al airliners whenever sighted. If the reports are true, the
order would have no irnmetI
effect—El Al has been grounded since Wednesday by a
strike.
VIENTIANE, Laos I AP) -The United States has resumed
limited bombing in Lacks. Nine
B52 bomber mission were
flown, in response, the U.S.
command says, to a request
from the Laos government.
The Laos government claims
the North Vietnamese and
Pathet Lao are violating the
Laos cease-fire

•

SAIGON (AP) — Communist
gunners killed 10 Vietnamese
today when their shells struck
near a conference room of the
Joint Military Commission.and
hit a building that was being
remodeled for the International
Commission of Control and Supervision at Iii Ton, in the Mekong Delta.
.Six of the dead were school
children and two were teachers.
Meanwhile, Secretary of
State William Rogers heads for
Paris today for the inter-

Calloway Club To Hold

national conference on Vietnam The 13-nation conference
opens Monday and U.S. officials say they'll be satisfied if
the conference does nothing
more than endorse the current
cease-fire.

Social Period Tonight
Members of the MurrayCalloway Country Club and
"their guests are invited to a
social period tonight following
the Murray State-Middle
Tennessee basketball game,
between the hours o,9 and 11
p.m. No special activities are
planned, according to Ted
Billington, a member of the
club's board of directors. It is
simply a period of relaxation
and fellowship, he said.

Sunday Topics For
Sermons Listed
Bro. Roy Beasley, Jr.,
minister of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ, will
speak on the subject, "Be
Strong and of Good Courage" at
the 10:40 a.m. services on
Sunday, February 25, at the
church.
The scripture reading from
Joshua 1:1-9 will be by James
Payne. Prayers will be led by
Donald Starks and Charles
Humptrey.
"The Great Commission" will
be the subject of the six p.m.
sermon by Bro. Beasley with
the scripture from Matthew
111:16-20 to be read by Jim
Jennings. Keith Donelson and
David Jewell will lead in
prayers
Johnny iiiihannon will make
the announcements and Josiah
Darnall will conduct the song
service.
Bible study will be held at 9 45
a.m. on Sunday.

Sermon Topic

For

Sunday Given For
Dru_Dodson, Jr.
"The Christian In A 'Future.
Shock' World" will be the theme
of the sermon by Dr. Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist Church,
for the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services at the church on
Sunday, February 25.
Church School will be held at
9:45 a.m with the fellowship
how in the social hall at 10:30
a.m.
The Senior High Methodist
Youth Fellowship will meet at
the church at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
and proceed in teams to conduct
the canvass of new people in the
community. The survey area is
small and not more than 2ks
hours will be required to
complete the canvass before the
group returns to the church for
supper at six p.m.
The Junior High MFY "LockIn" has been postponed until
further notice to help preserve
natural gas at the church, but a
rap session will be held about
the group's reaction to the
youth program presented by the
youth from Christ Church,
Louisville, last weekend.
The Council on Ministries of
the church, will meet Tuesday,
February 27, at 12 noon at the
Student Union Building, Murray
State University. Members will
eat at the cafeteria and then
aseembie In a room reserved
there for the meeting.

Rites Are Today

WASHINGTON AP) -- The
Federal Reserve Board has hiked the interest rate it charges
member banks a half percentage point, effective Monday. That will put the discount
rate at 5',2 per cent. The move
is to 'help stem inflation, according to the Nixon adminisThe funeral for Mrs. Mocile
tration:
Fitts Williams of 801 . Hurt
Street, Murray, will be held
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. AP) — today at two p.m. at the chapel
Nixon administration officials of the Max Churchill Funeral
are reportedly dickering with Home with Rev. Coy Garrett
AFL-C10 leaders over wage officiating.
guidlines in Phase 3. There has
Pallbearers will be Allen
been no public comment, but Jones, L. D. Flora, F'.urie
George Meany, AFL-CIO presi- Garland, Clint Lawrence, Roy
dent has said that he'd like to Freeman, and Gene Baker.
see wages go up unless prices— Burial will be in the Old Salem
particularly food prices—go Cemetery
with
the
down.
arrangements by the Max
Means' and other labor lead- Churchill Funeral Home where
ers met Friday as part of the friends may call.
labor-management advisory
Mrs. Williams, age 59, died
committee of Nixon's Cost of Thursday at 7:15 p.m at the
living Council.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Good Shepherd United
POWS
Returned American POWs Methodist Church and a retired
say they won't tell the full sto- cashier of a super market in
ey of their captivity until all of Ferndale, Mich. She was the
their fellows are home—but daughter of the late Walter
when they do tell the story, Scott Fitts and Emma Ellen
some of there say, the Ameri- Andrews Fitts
can people will be shocked
Survivors are her husband,
POWe Interviewed have also Carel (Bull) Williams of 801
voiced some criticism of the Hurt Street, Murray ; one sister,
antiwar movement and some Mrs. Arvin (Clara McCuiston
opposition to amnesty for those of Murray Route Five; three
who fled the country or other- brothers, Freeman Fitts, Ruby
wise resisted the draft for the Fitts, and Aubrey Fitts, all of
Vietnam war.
Murray.

At Local Chapel

For Mrs. Williams

Youth Week
Services Now
First Church

SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 24, 1913

Government Soybean And Corn
Boost Gets Off To Slow Start

Funeral Today
For Mrs. Jones
Funeral services for Mrs.
Raphael (Maureen "Molly")
Jones of 1406 Sycamore Street,
Murray, will be held today at
two p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church with Rev.
Charles Moffett aed_Rev.
Richard Walker officiating.

Youth Week revival services
Americans spent a record $26.8 ported Friday, per capita
By DON KENDALL
will close at the First Baptist
billion on food eaten away from cheese consumption was 13.2
AP Farm Writer
Church with the evening serWASHINGTON CAP) — The home last year, up $1.9 billion pounds. That was up from 12.2
vices at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday,
government's plan for boosting from 1971, says the Agriculture in 1971 and was almost double
February 25, with the evening corn and soybean production Department.
the rate of a decade or so ago.
sermon to be by David Butler. this year is off to a sputtering
For those who dined at home,
Meanwhile, beef consumption
Rev. Richard Walker, pastor start, but Agriculture Depart- the 1972 supermarket bill was rose in 1972 to 115.9 pounds per
of the church, will be speaking ment officials say it is much also a record, some $97.8 bil- capita, a record, compared
Active pallbearers will be
at the 10:45 a.m. service on too early for conclusions.
lion, a gain of $5.4 billion from with 113 in 1971 and 85 pounds Ralph Finney, Woodrow
RickSunday. The Youth Week Youth
Farmers began enrolling in 1971, the department said Fri- in 1960.
man, Solon Bucy, Gillard Ross,
Choir will sing "Every Day Is A 1973 acreage set-aside pro- day in a report on the food situJ. P. Parker, and James Boyd
Better Day" and "Some Can grams on Feb. 5 and have ation.
Buchanan. Honorary
Go." Mrs. Gilbert Mathis will through March 16 to file appliThe away-from-home food,
pallbearers will be Dr. Harry
sing a solo.
cations e,t county offices of the which includes meals served to
Sparks, Dr. Conrad H. Jones,
The youth activities have Agricultural. Stabilization and servicemen and prisoners, acDr. C. C. Lowry, Wayne Flora,
been held throughout the week. Conservation Service.
counted for 3.4 per cut of an
and Harry edd.
Young ministers speaking at
During the first 10 days of average family's tEke-home
Interment • will be in the
the Friday services and to signup, USDA says, 1,971,696 pay, the same as in 1971.
"A Day of Recollection" will
Murray Cemetery with the
speak at the services tonight farms were enrolled in the feed
Grocery store food cost 12.3 be held at St. Leo's Catholic
arrangements by the Blalock(Saturday ) at 630 p.m. include program Of that number, per cent of family income, Church
on Friday, March 2, Coleman Funeral Home where
Steve Hale, DU Winston. Neil about 85 per cent were signed down from 12.4 in 1971. For all starting
with a coffee at 9:30 friends may call.
Carpenter, Mark Fitts, David up at maximum set-aside rates. fOod, the total bW comprised a.m.
Butler, Ron Charles, and Andy
Farmers have two basic op- 15.7 per cent of income, down
Conferences will be from ten
Mrs. Jones, age 53, was
Armstrong.
tions in the feed set-aside pro- one-tenth of a point from 1971. a.m. to 11:30 a.m followed
pronounced dead on arrival at
by
Members of the youth group gram this year. The first,
WASHINGTON CAP) — Ar- an hour's intermiss
ion for 6:10 p.m. Thursday at the
will also be teaching in the which qualifies a producer
for thur F. Burns, chairman of the lunch.
Murray -Calloway County
Sunday School on Sunday full payment benefits, requires Federal Reserve Board, has
The conferences will resume Hospital after suffering injuries
morning. They Include Sarah that 25 per cent of a farm's suggested that Americans can
later with a question and an- in a two car accident at the
Sams, Selwyn Schultz, Debbie feed base acreage be taken solve part of their meat bill
swer period. The day will intersection of Highway 94 West
Parker, Linda Ransom, Paula from production.
problem by eating
more consist of talks on prayer and and Highway 1660 (Johnny
Lyons, Kennel Simmons, Cathy
The second allows a farmer cheese.
lenten preparation.
Robertson Road) at 545 p.m.
Geurin, Pam Tucker, David to use all his land for crops, if
But Agriculture Department
Rev. Martin Mattingly, Thursday.
Lyons, Amanda Buice, Nancy he holds 1973 corn plantings to figures show the average conpastor of the church, extends an
The Murray woman had been
Spann, Patsy Burkeen, Cindy last year's acreage, and get re- sumer has a long way to go beinvitation to the public to at- employed as
nurse at the InThompson, Martha Wisehart, duced benefits Department of- fore cheese becomes as popular
tend. For further information firmary
at Murray State
Lisa Jones, Mike Alexander, ficials hope that farmers will as hamburger.
phone 753-2780 or the church
University for the past six
Sue Windrum, Patsy Mathis, plant more soybeans on land
Last year, the department re- rectory.
years. She received her nurses
Mike Outland, Mark A. Vinson, made available under the sectraining at Baptist Memorial
Michele Richardson, Patrice ond plan.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
Bradley, Jim Patton, Richard
After 10 days, however, the
graduating in 1942. She held
Jones, Esabelle Ray, Jo Anne signup showed that of about
membership in the Kentucky
Roberts, Doug Spencer, Gail 10.6 million feed base acres enNursing Association, American
Lyons, Mlle Wilson. Chuck rolled farmers elected to set_NWIting AisociationBoard of
Hussung, Frank Queen, Becky aside more than 2.6 million
LEXINGTON,
IC y.— American Tree Farm system Directors of the OW Country
Sams, Martha McKinney, Ken from production of any kind.
Directors of the Kentucky are identified by an emblematic Club,
and
the
First
Parks, Karen Hussung, Bobby
The base on farms included
Forest Industries Association plaque and are pledged to Presbyterian Church.
Reeder, and Mark Pitts.
under the zero set-aside option
Mrs. Jones and her husband,
Mike Outland is youth totaled 1.9 million acres, the have reported that more than forestry practices that provide
JIII,000 acres of privately-owned for recreation, food and habitat Raphael, who survives, were
education director; Martha --WS said.
McKinney, youth director; -- Wheat growers, who do not commercial timber land in for fish and wildlife, watershed married August 9, 1947. Born
Bobby Reeder, choir director; have any mandatory require- Kentucky were brought under protection and the growing and June 25, 1919, in Aciamsville,
the protection of the American harvesting of repeated timber Tenn., she was the daughter of
Gary Belcher, music director;
ment for set-aside acres this
Mike McManus, Larry Hillman, year in order to qualify for ben- Tree Farm program last year. crops. Inspections are carried Mrs_ Jewell Albernathy and the
James M. Clayton of out by district officials of the late Hayes Albernathy of
Anelle Parrish, organists; efits. However, those farmers
Hawesvil
le, WesCor Corp. state's Division of Forestry and
Adamsville, Tenn.; one sister
Chuck Hussung, Waverly can choose to idle some acres
Wilkerson, Ruth A. Mills, and in return for additional pay- executive and chairman of the Include provision for fire and Mrs. D. L. Mary Frances
KFIA Tree Farm Cominittee, insect control as well as timber Gibson of Adamaville, Tenn.;
Tim Gouldoru, pianists; Steven
ments
said
that the 133,360 acres stand improvement.
two brothers, Dr. Glenn
Hussung, Mark Vinson, Boyd
Signups during the first 10 tegistered
as of December 31,
In addition to sponsoring the Albernathy of Adamssolle,
Walker, Brent Hatcher, Howard
days covered 111,065 farms. Of 1902,
represented a 16.05 per American Tree Farm program Tenn., and Paul Hayes
Giles, Danny Adams, Mark
those, some 97,651 were en- cent
increase over the 114,918 throughout the Commonwealth, Albernathy of Selmer, Tenn.
Spencer, David Mathis, Mike
rolled under the zero set-aside acres
recorded a year earlier— the Kentucky Forest Industries
Wilson, itnd Mike Alexander, plan, the 7erverse of how
feed the largest year-to-year
jump in Association supports and adushers.
producers reacted.
the program's local history.
ministers the Wm. H. Steele
Claude B. Freeman, director
The number of certified Memorial Forestry Scholarship
of the grain division in ASCS, propertie
s rose from 239 to 281 Fund and participates actively
said Friday that "it's too early during
the same period, despite in conservation programs
to tell" whether feed grain pro- delisting
Dr. David C. Roos will speak
of 72 tracts with a directed at youth groups and
ducers will continue to lag in combined
area of 2,106 acres. teachers in Kentucky schools, on the subject, "A Crisis of the
Selecting the zero set-aside op- This 17.6
Spirit," at the 10:45 a.m. serper cent jump is also colleges and universities.
a record increase in Kentucky,
The
associatio
n has pioneered vices on Sunday, February 25,
The menu for the Murray City
"I think there has been some Clayton reported
in the promotion of wood at the First Christian Church
Schools has been given for the
confusion arnong farmers," "Significantly," he said, -the products and the developm
(Disciples of Christi His
ent
week of February, 26-March 2.
Freeman told a reporter. average number of acres in of progressive technique
scripture will be from I Kings
s in
Monday —Hamburger, french
"We've had program changes each tract has dropped
19:1-4, 9, 10, 15, and 18.
manufacturing and
merfries, tomatoes, onions, and
for this year and the economic markedly over the last four chandising.
The Chancel Choir, Leonard
pickles, bun, cake, and milk.
situation for corn and soybeans years, an indication that the
Whitmer,
director with Miss
KFIA
is
dedicated to the
Tuesday --Beef
and has been unsettled, too."
ICFIA is succeeding in its efforts development and expansion of Nancy Luther as organist, will
macaroni, baked apples, whole
sing the anthem, "May Thy
wheat bread, peanut butter
Freeman said it is possible to bring small holdings of the state's timber resources
Holy Spirit" by Roff.
program.- using established principles
the
land
timber
into
cookie,and milk
of
that the early signups involved
James Rudy Allbritten will be
As recently as 1969, he pointed forest management and conmany
livestock
producers
who
Wednesday—aausage, gravy,
out, the average tract included servation. It represents timber the worship leader. Elders will
intend
proceed
to
with
plans
green beans, creamed potatoes,
be Harlan Hodges and Henry
keyed to the 25 per cent set- 560.8 acres. By 1972 the average growing, harvesting, producrolls and butter, milk.
had dropped to 476.6 acres and tion and fabricating among its Holton. Candle lighters will be
aside.
Recent
rule
changes
also
Thursday—Sloppy Joe, bun,
those inspected and certified for selected membership—related Steve Underwood and Alan
pinto beans, tomato catsup, permit livestock grazing or forthe
first time last year industries active in 97 of Ken- Warner. Greeters will be Miss
cooked carrots, choclate chip age production on set-aside
averaged
only 301.8 acres.
tucky's 120 counties that Rozella Henry, Mrs. Alberta
land, but payments will be recookie, milk.
According to KFIA statistical generate more than $2.3 billion Korb, Miss Lyn Reagan, and
Officials
duced.
option
say
this
Friday—Pizza, pickle wedge,
summaries, more than 90 per in
business throughout the John Reagan.
potato chips,fudge circle, milk. also may be having some inDeacons and deaconesses will
cent
Kentucky'
of
commerci
s
al
Commonwealth each year.
Menu subject to occasional fluence in how farmers are
be Dr. Clegg Austin, Armin
Umber land—some 12 million
These
industrie
s
employ
signing
up.
change if necessitated by
acres—is privately-controlled some 20,000 production per- Clark, Richard Cullom, Mrs.
marketing or transporation
in holdings that average less sonnel and provide markets for Richard Greer, Mike Holton,
problems.
than 100 acres.
$146.5 million in cash crops Davy Hopkins, Oren Hull, Bill
Properties enrolled in the from nearly 250,000 landowners. Marvin, Dennis Taylor, and
Voris Wells.
The flowers will be in
memory of J.A. McCord by the
Don McCord family

Special Services
Planned Friday At
Catholic Church

Increase Noted In
Tree Fannin' g Areas

Dr. David C. Roos
Lists Sermon Topic

City Schools

Lunch Menu

Rev. Jerrell White

Contaminated Tuna Speaker, Memorial
May Have Been Sold
Baptist Church
In State Recently
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP—
Some contaminated tuna fish
might have been distributed in
Kentueky, Dr. Xalixto Hernandez of the state health department has warned.
'The 611 ounce cans of tuna
fish involved, he said, have
Starkist labels from the Ralston
Purina Co. The two lots that
may be contaminated, he said,
have "1)417" or "1)419" imprinted on their tops under the
letter "G."
Persons with cans from those
lots should return them to the
store where they bought them
dor disposal, Hernamdes sai*•,
The contaminated tuna fish
has made more than 100 persons ill, most of them in the
midwest, Herndandez said, and
hence tir national alert.
The symptoms of the illness
caused by the tuna fish are
nausea, diarrhea and burning
sensation ha the - gsstric area
which begins, 8010 miraite
after eating the turia and lasts
four hours, he said.
There also . can he serious
complications resulting from
eating the tuna.fish, he said

Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will be speaking at both the
10:50 a.m, and seven p.m
services at the church on
Sunday, February 25
Special music will be
between
presented
the
children's sermon and the
morning message Alan McCutchen is the music director of
the church.
Miller of Murray
Claude
Route Seven is the deacon of the
week.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
as director. The lesson will be
, "A Christian View of
Marriage." Training. Union,
Joe Pat Futrell, director, will be
at six p.m. with the study topic
to be "When the Answer Is No."
Revival services will be at the
church March 25 to April 1 with
Frank Floyd as evangelist and
Alan McCutcheon as music
director.
At the Wednesday evening
services on February 21, Caries
Owens, missionary in Tanzania,
Africa, gave a report of his
evangelistic work with many
villages there.

U.S. Resumes Limited
Bombing In Laos Friday

By PETER trtAUfitHIN
Associated Press Writer
VIENTIANE, Laos (AP) —
The United States has resumed
limited bombing in Laos and
the Vientiane command has
claimed more Communist violations of the cease-fire agreement
A spokesman for the U.S. Pacific Conunand in Honolulu said
nine U.Sm B52s attacked enemy
positions Friday in southern
Laos where the government
had been forced to retreat from
the key town of Pak Song.
There was no word on whether
there. were further strikes today.
Friday's bombing attacks
came at the request of Premier
Souvanna
Phouma, who
claimed north Vietnamese
troops. launched major offensives in bath the north and
south after the Cease-fire took
effect at noon Thursday.
The air atrikes:1g the b52s
were limited compared to the
daily average of 380 strikes by
S warplanes of all types before the cease-fire.

Fire Levels Weekly
In Prestonburg

- U.S. Defense Department
sources said the United States Ky.( AP)— Fire destroyed the
wanted to get across to the one-story building of the Floyd
Communists in Laos the mee- County Times, a weekly newssage that it would not stand For paper. early this morning at
cease-fire violations at the et- the couety seat.
pense of the Laotian govereEquipinent was lost, Editor
ment The sources indicated Norman Allen said, and records
that further U.S strikes, if any, dating back to 1928,
many of
will he small and selective.
them irreplaceable, were destroyed.
The Prestonsburg Fire Department wat called late Friday night to a fire at the building, which was extinguished.
Shortly after midnight the
blaze rekindled and firemen
Cletus McDougal, Church
Training Director of the Blood were called back.
They were unable to save the
River Baptist Association, has
planned a meeting for the building or its contents, but
managed to prevent the fire
Aasociational Tournaments and
from
spreading to surrounding
Drills at the Locust
Grove
Baptist Church on Monday, structures.
Firemen said the blaze was
February 26, at seven p.m.
in origin.
Churches with children and
A recent remodeling of the
youths prepared for either the
building had-just been paid for.
Bible Drills or speech
tour- Allen said.
nament should attend the
He said he would look into
Asaociational events so as to be
the possibility of publishing the
certified for the Kentucky
nest edition of the paper from
events which will be held
later. another location.

Meeting Planned
At Locust Grove
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